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ONCE UPON A TIME 

and once again times two we said 

what and where is time? 

the mark and measure of events 

birth and death 

days, hours, weeks 

and once again, it is the measure of a man 

of his life, his work, his worth 

a master ledger 

recording for a time, time 

we begin ... 

it flies and yet 

marches on 

is wasted 

and consumed in the same moment 

it waits for some, runs out for others 

and yet is endless ... 



and once again we ask 

where does it go? 

reborn in consumption from dusk to dawn 

it goes to night and dark and black 

to rest-

to find 

a new source for its energies 

it starts 

ticking slowly first 

gaining 

accelerating as life passes day to day 

careening crashing gently gliding 

taking two 

and giving three 

and once again we said 

why time? 

yet how else to measure our lives 







wasted wanton without direction -

we seek 

its meanings beginnings ... 

in the crashing of the surf 

of blinding heat and searing sun 

lithe winds and thundering tornadoes 

all timelessly recorded 

until 

in the last pulsations of the heart 

still thinking, just blinking, waiting 

we die 

for a time resting 

gaining from our new source 

new energies for our endless journey 

into space 

into today 

into time 









and why again 

slipping accelerating crashing 

until we are part of time 

not in the ledgers, or histories, or life 

transposed decomposed juxtaposed 

atomically inescapably inevitably 

part of time 

a name a face a number ..• 

atoms ... 

sailing with the navies of the dead 

separated and gathered together once again 

to work, fulfill and complete 

another cycle 

ending again with the stroke of time 

the passing of hands across the face 

claps of hands of thunder of time_ 

majestically flowing 



it continues 

evolving without us 

with us 

by us 

having left behind 

words that sail endlessly into space 

ideas and genius 

that have lost momentum 

dying as did their creators 

monuments crumble and are wasted 

times change as do people 

and once again we ask 

what and where is time? 









The same leaves over and over again! 
They fall from giving shade above 
To make one texture of faded brown 
And fit the earth like a leather glove. 















Fall marks the beginning. The leaves are brown 

-to match the patches of sunburnt grass, and 

red-to match the clay tile roofs. And the cam

pus is swept by Time, not Einstein time, but 

time for RETURN. Time to begin orientation 

week. Meanwhile, professors putter about their 

offices trying to find last year's outline of that 

course they wish they could let some grad stu

dent teach. "There it is, oh hell, we might as 

well change books this semester." 

For the students who have been here before 

there are all the faces, new and old at once. 

There are friends and special ones and quiet 

walks in the park in the late afternoon. But 

there is less excitement in such tasks as arrang

ing the room, finding a job for the semester or 

listening to a freshman tell how he was orien

tated instead of oriented. 











Yet there is something in the air besides the humidity and the 

falling leaves-something which carries with it anxiety for the 
freshmen. There's the fear of ... not really getting lost, although 

they wish the map in the handbook had the names on the build

ings instead of those damn numbers ... but of not being found. 

Maybe the anxiety is simply due to the fact that they know they 
are now students at Rice. Or maybe the tension of the President's 

reception is responsible. Or uncomfortable ties and wobbly high 
heels on the first of many Sundays. Or maybe curiosity. What is 

the SA, RMC, TTh, Rh 11 O? 

The tours are nice, and all the walks around-the ones together 
and those all alone late at night. We'll remember the walks even 

if we forget where the laundry is. The people add to the uneasi

ness. Everyone new all alike, at new kinds of parties. Or maybe 

it's the orientation dances, twenty-to-one. "I wonder why all the 

girls like it here at Rice?" 





Classes bring a new way of life 

attending listening orienting 

a new way of seeing 
thinking being 

different from childhood and younger 

being weaned away from the source 

to a grind 
working enduring rejecting 

not fully comprehending 
going listening dreaming 

everything to think free 
chained to a new life 

rising without thinking early 

noting the sense of the passing 
of fall at Rice. 
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To the Class of 1964: 

The Class of 1964 arrived at Rice just after the change in 

name from Institute to University, and has seen many of 

the developments begun which the new name symbolized. 

And, in the spring of 1964, tentative legal approval was ob

tained for changes in the Rice Charter which will remove 

restrictions that would have seriously impaired the future 

of the University. 

With the greater complexity of modern civilization, more 

young people continue their education past the level of the 

Bachelor's degree. Rice is expanding its faculty and its grad

uate programs in order better to meet these educational 

needs. This increase in faculty will also provide additional 

opportunities for individual study by undergraduate stu

dents. I hope that many students will show the initiative and 

maturity required for successful independent study or re
search. 

The Colleges have matured greatly during the years that the 

Class of 1 964 has been at Rice; their purpose is not purely 

residential, although that remains their primary function. 

The Colleges afford an additional opportunity for informal 

student discussion with faculty members and other intel

lectual leaders. We continue to explore methods by which 

the Colleges can best contribute to the total educational 
scene. 

The Class af 1964 has contributed greatly to the discussion 

of many aspects of University development and improve

ment; Rice will be a better University as a result. 

Yours very sincerely, 



WILLIAM V. HOUSTON CAREY CRONEIS 
Honorary Chancellor Chancellor 
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GEORGE H. RICHTER FRANZ R. BROTZEN WILLIAM H. MASTERSON SANFORD W. HIGGINBOTHAM 
Dean of Graduate Studies Dean of Engineering Dean of Humanities Dean of Students 
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ALMA LOUISE LOWE HOWARD A. THOMPSON MICHAEL V. McENANY JAMES B. GILES 
Dean of Women Director of Development Registrar Director of Admissions 
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LEO S. SHAMBLIN HARDIN CRAIG, JR. JOHN B. EVANS WILLIAM DAVIS 

Treasurer Librarian Executive Secretary President

Rice Association of Alumni Rice Association of Alumni 
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DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN 


JAMES S. FULTON 

EDWARD NORBECK R. JOHN RATH Philosophy 
WILLIAM W. CAUDILL JAMES H. CHILLMAN, JR. Anthropology History Psychology WILFRED S. DOWDEN 
Architecture Fine Arts Sociology Political Science Education 
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DWIGHT S. BROTHERS 

RADOSLAV TSANOFF ROBERT L. KAHN Economics JOHN W. JOHNSON FRANK W. BEARDEN PAUL H. LANPHIER 

Humanities Foreign Languages Business Administration Commerce Physical Education Army R. 0. T. C. 
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PAUL R. PASLAY GERALD R. MacLANEDUNCAN F. FRANCIS WILLIAM W. AKERS WALTER J . AUSTIN HENRY C. BOURNE 
MathematicsNavy R. 0. T. C. 
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GERALD C. PHILLIPS EDWARD S. LEWIS CAREY CRONEIS ROY V. N. TALMAGE ALEXANDER J. DESSLER 
Physics Chemistry Geology Biology Space Science 
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Spartans ready for battle, where? 

there ... 

in that great arena 

filled to capacity 

thousands of cheering hopefuls. 

Dressed for battle 

prepared in armor 

the enemy has appeared. 

Excitement tension hope 

The leaders step forward 

silence over the throng 

battle must be done 

the drama must unfold 

by the rules of manly combat. 

We must fight as one to conquer the foe. 

The teams form lines 

thunderous cheers repeating 

win the battle win the battle 

Thumbs up 

silence 

shattered 

the whistle 

approach Spartans the battle begins. 

Perfection of body 

must follow 

perfection of mind. 

Experience reality. 

Prepare to fight in a new arena 

life. 

















The high-flying Rice Owls opened the 1963 season with their traditional victory over 

LSU, 21-12. This one wasn't even close, as Quarterback Walter McReynolds passed 

the Tigers dizzy, and the other backs crunched out valuable yardage on the ground. 

Rice was up 21-0 in the fourth period before LSU could muster a scoring drive. McRey

nolds teamed with Fleming on the game's most spectacular score when he threw a 

high arching spiral from his own 35, which Fleming took on the sideline about 50 

yards later and carried into the end zone. Mac, who hit 11 of 21 passes for 178 yards, 

also passed to Wingback George Parry straight down the center for eight yards and 

the first score in the opening period. In the final quarter, Fullback Paul Piper blasted 

four steps into the line against the Chinese Bandits, for the first TD scored against 

LSU on the ground in 18 games. 

The Owls, tabbed a "power" by the Playboy Magazine sportswriter, continued the 

season with the traditional loss to their second opponent. As a matter of fact, the man's 

actual statement was, "I'll never understand how Rice, with only 1700 undergraduates, 

can field a football power every year." The same sportswriter showed some addition

al scope by picking Tailback Gene Walker "Sophomore Back-of-the-Year." His choice 

looked good in the first game as he blasted 34 yards in 13 comes. But the coaches de

cided to retire Dickie Maegle's immortal number 47 after that game, and unfortu

nately, Walker was still in it. Playboy redeemed itself by picking Center Malcolm 

Walker on the alternate All-America team, but t_he poor sportswriter decided to end it 

all, and was found crushed between two center fold-out sections. This year, Penn 

State got to play us second. They responded with a 28-7 victory. 

The Owls looked little better in a 23-13 conquest of Stanford. Except for 46 seconds 

in the last quarter, they looked pretty letharg ic against a team that was, at the time, 

second-rate. During that 46-second span, Larry Rice kicked a 22-yard field goal to 

break a 13-13 tie, and End Dale Callihan intercepted a pass and ran 45 yards for the 

clinching touchdown. Callihan's TD came so quickly that Rice partisans had scarcely 

enough time to stop booing Coach Neely's decision to go for a field goal instead of a 

touchdown. The Indians had taken a 7-0 lead in the first quarter on an eight-yard 

pass. Fleming took off on a 40-yard scoring run in the second period, but two field 

goals gave Stanford a 13-6 halftime lead. McReynolds tied the game with a perfect 

30-yard toss to End John Sylvester in the third quarter to set up Rice's and Callihan's 

heroics. Fleming had his best night punting with four for 47.5 yards. In fact, 1f you sub

tracted all his punts off the side of his foot, he averaged that all year. But you can't ig

nore half a guy's punts. 

SMU, having displayed a flair for the dramatic in their 32-28 rouser against Navy, 

materialized in Houston the next week led by a legendary trackman-halfback John 

Roderick. The welcoming committee, Russell Wayt, Jim Vining, and Chuck Miller, in 

their eagerness to shake his hand and perhaps get an autograph, trampled the tough 

little speedster, and bruised a couple of his tough little ribs. Starting from their own 

27, behind 7-6, with six minutes left in the game, the Owls staged their own dramatics. 

On the nine, with 50 seconds left, substitute Quarterback Bennie Hollingsworth spotted 

John Sylvester all by himself in the end zone. Trying to run out the clock, Benny lobbed 

it to him. The extra point made it 13-7, and the dramatics were nearly over. After the 
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kickoff, Roderick came rushing out of the dressing room with shoulder pads clattering 

and ribs taped, trying to get back in the game. But nobody noticed this noble gesture 

except the jubilant Owls and the dejected Ponies, passing him on the way back to the 

ramp. The game was over. 

Rice's best all-around game of the year occurred against Texas, No. l in the nation. 

The Owls challenged the Horns all night and never backed down. Texas scored on 

its first possession (naturally), as Tommy Ford ended the suspense early with a 33-yard 

burst over tackle. But McReynolds led Rice right back on a 71-yard drive, passing to 

Jerry Kelley from the 19 for the score. The Owls were behind 7-6, and never led, but 

they gave Texas the scare of their lives. The defense was great. Malcolm Walker, Rus

sell Wayt, and Larry Stewart were all over the field, and none were outshone by Scott 

Appleton. Appleton, incidentally, receives an award Esquire neglected to give out: The 

Gov. George Wallace Self-righteous Clown-of-the-Year award-a bronze mouth stuffed 

with an embalmed foot. After the game, Scott pouted in the dressing room, then un

crossed his eyes and whimpered, barely within earshot of l 00 newspapermen and Sports 

Illustrated, that Rice had called him nasty names like "teasip" and "yellowbelly." 

"They were loudmouths," he said, "and that made us play harder." But what he was 

most unhappy about was the way he was batted around by the Rice defense on three 

sensational goal-line stands. The Owls held off Texas on their seven yard line, 20-yard 

line, and one-inch line. All three wound up as field goal attempts, but only one was 

good. Final score: l 0-6. 

Texas Tech was supposed to be a breather, but they gave Rice a hard time before 

falling 17-3. Soph Wild Card Defensive Back Ronnie Cervenka broke the game open 

in the third period, intercepting a flat pass on Tech's 28 and romping in untouched. 

Don Elsik scored in the final quarter from the one, climaxing a 65-yard drive. Don re

deemed himself for his performance two plays earlier when he had tripped over a hash 

mark at the five and fallen. He had been wide open. 

Rice combined good defense and good luck to whip Arkansas 7-0. The victory was the 

first over the Hogs since 1958, and the first November loss for Frank Broyles since he 

has been in the Ozarks. The Owls finally broke all the strings, but until the final quar

ter, nobody figured anybody was going to do anything. The game was played be

tween the 40's for three periods. McReynolds completed two passes all day, but both 

came during the only scoring drive. The 48-yard push featured a fumble by Wayt 

which turned into a 16-yard gain. Arkansas made the last l l minutes uncomfortable 

for the Owls, but a fourth down tackle by Mal Walker and a goal-line interception by 

Fleming saved the game. 

Rice showed some semblance of fight twice during the A&M game. The first was when 

Fleming ran the opening kickoff back 98 yards for the Owls' only touchdown. The 

second was during halftime when 1500 Rice supporters took on about 5000 farmers 

in a beautiful brawl on the field. An Aggie swiped the "B" off the "BEAT A&M" sign, 

and an Owl lifted a cadet's helmet. That started it, and 50 cops stopped it. Other

wise, Rice performed with all the flair of a telephone company recording. Seven times 

they gambled on fourth down. showing complete disdain for the Aggie offense. Ob

viously eager to see if Fleming could another kickoff back, Rice allowed A&M torun 



boot after a TD and two f ie ld goals. But Fleming didn't respond, and the clodbusters 

won, 13-6. 

The Owls nearly went through the whole season without setting a record. But not quite. 

They fumbled five consecutive times starting the second half of the Baylor game, and 

lost one of their best games of the year. They outgained Don Trull, Lawrence Elkins, 

etc., by 77 yards (368-291), in losing 21-12, and two of the TD's were set up by bobbles. 

Trull was too great to be stopped completely, but he was held under 200 yards passing 

for the only game of the year. Five fumbles in a row may not really be a record, but 

it is one of the worst exercises in futility since Cumberland lost to Georgia Tech 222-0. 

TCU nearly equalled the giveaway antics of Rice in the Baylor game, as the Owls 

romped, 33-7. Rice intercepted six passes and recovered one fumble. The Frogs were 

so hapless that a sure pass interception was bobbled in the end zone and caught by 

Jerry Kelley for a touchdown. TCU's only score ironically came on a pass interception 

-a 67-yard romp by Jerry Jack Terrell. 

And so ended the season . Jess Neely grabbed his 137th victory to become the winning

est coach in the SWC, ahead of Matty Bell. And now everyone is looking forward to 

the '64 season, w ith only five starters lost to graduation from a 6-4 team. And it's our 

turn to win the Texas game. It should be an interesting year. 
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At Rice, as at most colleges and universities across the coun

try, football is the spartan sport. More than this, it has 

become a tradition in itself, and the spirit of the season 

centers largely about the rites and social events associated 

with the sport. 

Fall, the season for the unfolding of the modern drama 

of football, is filled week-to-week and day-to-day with the 

spirit of the game. Pep rallies before big games and even 

the sounds of the fight songs as the band practices late in 

the afternoon; all this builds enthusiasm for the weekend 
to come. 

In the Ivy League, where strength on the gridiron might 

indicate less rigid academic standards, powerful football 

teams are often viewed with suspicion. Rice is able to main

tain its national ratings in football without dropping its 

classroom standards by means of a convenient double 

standard. A limited number of athletes are allowed to find 

their way through school without meeting the same exact

ing requirements as those found in the regular curriculum 

Affectionately referred to as the "jocks," these veritable 

gladiators have traditionally kept Rice among the best in 
college football teams. 

The spirit of the season comes to its own when up to 

70,000 fans pile into Rice Stadium on Saturdays for the 

big games. Excitement and rivalry can become quite in

tense, as it did this past year at the Rice-Texas A&M game 

when students piled onto the field for their own melee, 

but without the enthusiasm of the crowd the Saturday foot

ball game would not be the classic contest that it is. 



On the field there is none of the casual atmosphere that 

is found in the stands. Down there football is an intense 

battle involving brute strength and acute timing, speed 

and stamina. For those who choose to come to the game 

flask-in-hand, there may be delight in the flashing of 

brightly colored jerseys moving about under bright lights 

on a green field, but for the initiated observer there is 

much more. 

There is timing and coordination in practiced teamwork, 

form and brilliance in the individual efforts of outstand

ing performers. There is the trial of manly combat and the 

glory of team victory. On the field, time is so precious that 

there is little opportunity to stop and ponder the situation. 

But at times, perhaps in a brief pause on the sideline, a 

captain can be seen dropping his head, catching his 

breath, aware of the unique loneliness of football's chal

lenge. 
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Hewing to the dogma that the libidinous drives so deeply seated in 

the inchoate mentalities of freshmen must ruthlessly be delved for 

and led into the University atmosphere of open intellectual endeav

or, the residential colleges, according to immemorial custom, once 

again conducted the age-honored Greased Pole Contest, a primi

tive rite of passage commemorating the transition of callow fresh

men, enmeshed in Guidance, into the post-matriculation society of 

fellow-sufferers. 

The initiates, on the appointed day of their respective clans, trooped 

out to the ceremonial kiva, or Slime Pit, being pelted all the while 

with roses and other sacred articles by members of the sophomoric 

warrior phratry. With loud and heartening cries the youths joyous

ly greeted their symbolic object of endeavor, thoughtfully upright in 

a pool of crankcase oil and capped with their own phratry's totem, 

the navel of the universe, a multi-colored beanie. At the moment of 

truth, indicated by the shaman's blowing upon a hollow reed, the 

ritually-garbed neophytes began their ceremonial dance, frenzied

ly attempting to consummate the rite by seizing the lofty stimulus

object, while suffering the aid of spirited sophomores. 

The age of science and rationalism sadly encroached upon the idyl

lic tradition of the past when Hanszen freshmen, disregarding their 

elders, employed a deus ex machine in a deplorable breach of 

ethnic continuity. Their helicopter, an anachronism viewed with con

tempt and coated with muddy flak, chopped the offending beanie 

to bits. Stunned by this historic meeting of savage and savant, the 

warrior-priests retired to their gourds of rice wine as the ecstatic 

frosh cavorted in the slime below. 



Freshman guidance was ended with the annual slime parade, as 400 some odd 


frosh were herded, pajama-clod into Hammon Holl for the girls' skit. The skit de


picted a typical Rice Porty, raid and all, and might conceivably hove been en


joyed, hod it not been drowned out by the excruciatingly clever jibes hurled 


constantly from the crowd. Some of these remarks were in such good taste that 


hod they been heard, they would hove caused the person who yelled them to be 


thrown out of any orgy in the notion. 


After the program, the boys were lined up and smeared with lipstick by the soph 


girls in preparation for the snake dance to the Shamrock Hotel, where the cheer


leaders planned a pep rally for the Texas game. The rally was highlighted by 


the conspicuous absence of the famous Rice band. This noble organization was or


dered to retreat because it hod been hit by one or two stray water balloons and 


shoving cream volleys aimed at the boys as they snake-danced down South 


Main. 

The freshman boys were aimed in and around traffic and trees by t·he accommodat


ing section leaders of the colleges, and sent in pursuit of the girls, driven in con


vertibles to the hotel, a not-so-symbolic gesture. 


The pep rally was spirited and well populated, since the management of the 


Shamrock sagely locked off the swimming pool. The quorum being confined to 


the rally, it was decided that the jocks would most assuredly beat hell out of 


T exos. After the order of business hod been so swiftly dispatched, the weary par


ticipants retired to a more spiritually oriented atmosphere at Kay's. 
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For at least one afternoon of the school year, those beauties from that highly renowned social and cultural institution 

known as Jones College forget their Latin graces, lay aside their slide rules and beatific bearing, allow the pressing 

demands of the university social calendar to be forgotten, and take with utmost vigor and mock ferocity to the grid

iron. The resulting effort, although somewhat destructive to the academic images of the Jones lovelies, provides for the 

ogling male spectators, completely overcome at the sight of so much grace under so much athletic pressure, a sight well 

worth seeing. 

Looking to the left, the reader can see Miss Nancy Stooksberry, captain, quarterback, and veritable spark plug of the 

upperclass team, (The Puffs) unleashing with a grimace one of her sterling passes which, although seldom caught or 

even touched by her receivers, provided much excitement for the crowd. The reader who looks closer will also notice one 

of Miss Stooksberry's compatriots who at first seems to be taking a clumsy tumble amidst an even clumsier rush of op

posing linewomen, but who, in reality, is only offering another version of the neat body blocks which highlighted the aft

ernoon. The block, like most of those thrown in the course of the day, was actually quite effective. She tripped her 

other teammate, number nineteen, who was sidelined for a quarter with multiple fractures of the fingernails. 

The underclassmen (Powders) rushed into an early lead in the opening moments of the melee and went ahead again 

in the third quarter. But as time ran out and pressure mounted (and pitch darkness fell over the field ), the more experi

enced Puffs, mysteriously able to run seventeen plays in the last minute of completely unofficial playing time, managed 

to tie the score. A double reverse was executed with understandable perplexity to the defense, no one even able to see 

the participants, much less the ball, for the darkness that now covered the field completely. However, it is told by those 

who were closest to the action, that someone, shouting with defiance that she held a football, stood in the end zone 

before the timekeeper decided to call it quits. 

The result was the first tied game in the history of the classic; and let it never be said that the girls of Jones College fail 
to provide men at Rice with excitement now and then. 



Undefined boundaries of taste and vague conceptions 

of standards somehow separate productions at Rice in

to several categories, each of which must be viewed 

from a different angle. All are completely extracurricu

lar, but the similarity ends there. 

Into the let's-be-bawdy category fall Senior Follies and 

the Hanszen Minstrel. Wit and broad humor are com

bined in both with the aim of releasing inhibitions, rep

resenting the Rice mind on the level at which it really 

works, and even in some delightful cases, completely 

repulsing the more staid members of the audience. 

This goal is accepted by all and normal areas such as 

acting, sets, and organization are usually sacrificed for 

the sake of unsettling a few libidos. 

Somewhere in the middle cling the literary societies' 

productions. Their purpose is mainly to raise money but 

they also serve to bring the lit before the eyes of the 

public and to provide a good excuse for a cast party. 

As this type production is not concerned with the uti

lization of theatre forms as art, it cannot be treated 

critically. The productions are either funny or they're 

not-value judgments end at that. 

The target for truly critical interpretation and review is 

the entire program of the Rice Players. Within this pro

gram there are several categories, but all Players' 

productions have a very serious goal in common : they 

are part of an extracurricular approach to theatre as 

art. The group is composed solely of students interested 

in theatre and their creative attempts should be viewed 

only in the light of attainment of the desired goal. 

Players work under a great many handicaps, not the 

least of which is the conflict of time involved in a seri

ous approach to art with time demanded by normal 

work loads. Few students involved have either profes

sional backgrounds or professional ambitions, but a 

high degree of interest and an observed progress in 

quality are characteristics of this highest level of Rice stu

dent productions. 
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Jeon Anouilh's "Ring 'Round the Moon" is a comedy of 

mistaken identities. It was translated and drastically 

revised by Christopher Fry, and the lotter version was 

performed by the Sarah Lone Literary Society. 

Both mole leads were handled by John Horris. Kurth 

Brown doubled for him when stage directions mode it 

necessary for both characters to appear at once, but 

this was cleverly concealed from the audience. 

Jones South housemother, Mrs. Daisy Coe, lent her 

wheelchair for use in rehearsals, but it met on unfortu

nate fate as the result of a wild ride token in it one 

evening from Hammon to the dorm. Other props cre

ated unusual incidents, particularly Joy Oppenheim's 

hoop skirt and pettiponts, both of which were viewed 

extensively by the audience. 
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"J. B.," by Archibald MacLeish, was successfully produced in early fall by a handful 

of Rice Players, University of St. John's director David Dannenbaum, and many 
Houston actors. 

The production itself was polished and professional. Capacity audiences were ex

posed to presentational theater forms of staging and set design which expanded the 

possible playing area far beyond the proscenium. However, the technical aspect was 
better than the verbal. 

Children dying, cameras flashing, hydrogen bombs dropping, people moaning, hat

ing, crying-a busy evening provided by MacLeish; so busy it swallowed the more im

portant moments-people giving and loving. 

Acting was good but below the level of the stage design and movement. This weak

ness may be mostly attributed to MacLeish, partially to a few attention-greedy pro

fessionals, and a minor amount to the amateurish but surprisingly good students. 

The show was a fine achievement and a bold expression of the standard Players 
wish to set for all major productions. 
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Emerging from the depths of the low-woods of Houston came what 

was advertized as being the absolute last of the Hanszen Minstrels. 

Director Jim Crownover was not totally obsessed with the traditional 

ebony-shaded jokes. In a lapse of concentration, he let a little talent 

slip into the proceedings, as Richard Bain was allowed to lend his 

voice in a beautiful rendition of "Danny Boy" to climax the show. 

Nevertheless, the predominant vein of the Minstrel was, as always, 

flowing with dark blood. The highlight of the show was the appear

ance, from an outhouse conveniently placed on the stage (complete 

with crescent on the door) of Supernigger, admirably portrayed by 

that fount of talent, Doug Harlan. Faster than a speeding earth

quake, more powerful than his smell, etc., Harlan lent his ebullient 

spirit and strong character to the characterization of our nation's 

favorite hero. Fortunately, his powerful, yet sensitive method was 

more than equal to the task, which was by no means simple. 

The final, expert touch was added by Crownover, who obviously an

ticipated the mass reaction of the crowd to the constant barrage of 

skillful black puns. Attached to each seat in the auditorium was one of 

those little white paper bags-so ominous on an airplane, so welcome 

after the Hanszen Minstrel. 
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Engendered by a mysterious entity called Student One-Act Play Workshops, various 

creations emerge each year for three nights. Whether rough and unpolished, as most 

are, or fairly smooth and accurate, as some are occasionally, they are a necessary 

part of extracurricular theatre at Rice. 

One-acts are directed, acted, produced, designed, and interpreted by students with 

little time, often little experience, but very optimistic ambitions. They are successful 

experiments for they provide a proving grounds for new ideas and people. 

Ingmar Bergman's "Wood Painting"; Edward Albee's "American Dream"; and Michel de 

Ghelderode's "Escurial" were ambitiously attacked this year and unfortunately left 

rather mangled. Interpretations of all were inaccurate and stage design in the first 
two was awkward. 

The attempt was, and future attempts will be, appreciated and encouraged. The student 

workshop is important for the very fact that it does exist and it is slowly progressing. 
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Billing box office attraction Dr. J. I. Davies, the Elizabeth Baldwin 

Literary Society presented a musical comedy by Sandy Wilson, "The 

Boy Friend." The show was a spoof of pos_t-World War I Europe, a 

time which lent much to costumes, sets, music and dance and, unfor

tunately, little to humor. 

Recruiting male cast members and set builders as every good lit must, 

the entire cast gave its best performance at the cast party following 

the last show, as every good cast should. Martha Kirkpatrick, in usual 

ebullient good humor, made conspicuous use of her silver beer stein, 

while director Elizabeth Vickrey contented herself quietly with hers. 
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"Let's go to the movies" was the theme of the Senior Follies last year, as director 

Harry Guffee collected the creations of several Rice students to parody such hits 

as "Worst Side Story," "To Roast a Mockingbird," "David and Lisa," and Cleo

patra," as well as a monster movie, a silent movie, and "Cinderella." The success of 

the production depends upon which night it was seen. The Friday night audience 

Was small and seemingly unreceptive, since no one wants to laugh until someone else 

laughs first, and there wasn't anyone else. The Saturday night audience was a ca

pacity crowd, and thought nearly everything was funny. In fact, they thought 

everything was dirty, as the writers, intentionally or not, made every line a double 

or triple-entendre. 

"Cleopatra," starring Mimi Woodall, Fred Lawrence, and Dave Smith was the 

highlight of the show, and like its namesake, was the longest segment. Smith, as 

Claudius did an excellent job portraying the effeminate decadence of the Roman 

empire after the fall of Caesar. In fact, he and Hal McKinney, who portrayed the 

Fairy Godfather in Cinderella, may well be marked for the rest of their college careers. 

The sketches offered some unusual reverses . In "Worst Side Story," Tony (Larry 

Bell ) hid behind Maria (Brenda Barry) as Chino shot at him. Cinderella's glass 

slipper unfortunately fit nicely onto the foot of the ugliest sister (Lucy Meinhardt). 

After a diligent search to find some boy to blurt out the somewhat gross lines in "To 

Roast a Mockingbird," Guffee finally stum-bled upon Tom Bean, as Juel. Bean read 

the lines without hesitation during rehearsals, but there was some discussion as to 

whether he would actually say them before the audience. The concern was obviously 

unwarranted, as Bean not only read the lines in the script, but brazenly improvis

ed, much to the dismay of the few stodgy types in the crowd. "Mockingbi rd" provid

ed the night's most nerve shattering sound. Linda Walsh's "Dinner-ah iiisss serrrved." 

Although Guffee's directorship aroused no smal I amount of controversy, the cast party 

at his house met with unanimous approval. The party starred three kegs of Schlitz, Guf

fee on the guitar, Cindy Johnson, and no LCB's. And speaking of capacity Crowds ... 
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Thanks to the Rally Club, social life at Rice occasiona lly goes with a bang 

rather than a tinkle. In October, on the day that initiates to that elite of social 

groups are obliged to carry dead fish with them wherever they go on campus, 

life of all sorts goes with a great stench. 

But the life of Rally Club initiates has its ups as well as its downs. At the end of 

their week of trials, they formed the receiving line at the door at the Open 

House, that traditional Rally Club function which kicks off their social ca len

dar and lands the majority of those present in bed for several days. It is 

said that a continental flavor was distinctly lent to the affair this year and 

that the tone was obviously tongue-in-cheek-but why go into that. The point 

is that everyone enjoyed the Everclear punch, and new members fell into the 

spirit of fellowship characteristic of the club. 

Let us not forget, however, that the Rally Club is a service club. Had it not 

been for them there would not have been a bonfire at homecoming for them 

to burn as the rain fell in buckets. And can you imagine finding your way to 

your seat at a football game by yourself without the aid of a Rally Cl ubber? 

Verily, verily, the Rally Club serves. 

11111111111111 
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Every Saturday for ten weeks, anywhere from 15 to 

25 hardy individuals-assorted faculty, grad students, 

and undergrads-donned shorts and thick socks and 

gathered out on the football field for the purpose of 

kicking hell out of each other. 

These football players (or soccer players, to you coloni

als) have only been organized for two years, under 

the coaching of Klaus Neuendorf and directorship of 

Robert Bland. Last year they played their second win

ning ten-game season. 

The purpose of the Soccer Club is to give grads and 

foreign students a chance to participate in G sport they 

have particular interest in-one they have played most 

of their lives but is not a predominant sport in America. 

There is no pressure, as everybody gets to play. The 

schedule features games with Houston high schools, 

Rice PE majors, and a short match with some Houston 

old-timers during halftime of the spring Blue-Gray foot

ball (American ) game. 



It is part of the fall tradition for frustrated Riceites, seek

ing relief from the monotony of exams, classes, papers, 

bridge, homework, and the Jones girls, to get up an in

formal game of touch football. But if they really want to 

get organized, they enter a team in an intramural league, 

where for only fifty cents a player, J. R. Barker will sched

ule them to play on a field with real chalk markings with 

real referees, on an afternoon when nobody but the quar

terback has a lab. Managing to emerge undefeated when 

the leagues had concluded play, were the Rillas, led by 

Arnold Atkins and Jerry Hanson. The Rillas won the Monday 

league and beat Pat Calahan's SEX, of the Thursday 

league, and Bart Rice's Katz, of the Friday league, for the 

Intramural Championship. 

It generally takes four or five years for one to learn the 

intramural rules. To avoid boredom the officials manage, 

in each game, to inform the team that is winning of some 

obscure rule they just violated. Since there exists no written 

body of rules, the refs sometimes feel free to improvise as 

the game progresses; this generally serving to create spir

ited discussion on the playing field ... all in the friendly 

atmosphere of the contest. Not realizing the odds against 

them, freshmen form their own league each year. After the 

dust had settled, Don Lamb's Wiess Weanies beat Dave 

Anderson's Alley Cats for the Freshman League crown. 

Will Rice won the first of its championships by clobbering 

Hanszen in the finals, 12-0. The defense, led by Jim Zim

merman, Malcolm Buttram, and Rob Sheldon, completely 

stymied Hanszen, who were made up mostly of the cham

pion Rillas. Quarterback Mike Evans threw a touchdown 

pass to Joel Tigett for five yards in the first half, and to 

Kenny Wynne for twenty yards in the second half for Will 

Rice. In the playoffs Will Rice's defense allowed only two 

first downs, and no points. They had beaten Baker 19-0. 
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Dedicated unflinchingly to the proposition that 40,000 hoarse spectators 

will not passively suffer half-time silence, the Rice Owl Band once 

again paid its yearly tribute to Lashley's Law of Mass Action. Tradition

ally a melange of Beethoven and the Big Beat, the footloose musicians 

found themselves torn between advancement of the Houston cultural 

milieu and satiation of sempiternal demands for bread and circuses. 

Absorbed in the task of guiding baton twirlers, setting bounds on the 

tirelessly pivoting blue horde, and imposing order upon the motley 

sounds emitted thence, Band Director Holmes McNeely unthinkingly al

lowed himself the luxury of turning his back on the seething mass of 

staid variables composing the Rice cheering section. 

Exchanging Bronx cheers over the heads of the marchers throughout the 

football season were enraged alumni and over-compensating students, 

locked in gargantuan combat over "Rice's Honor," heretofore alma 

mater shamelessly cribbed from the "Our Director March," and the 

neophyte student-favorite "Rice is Our Home," shamelessly cribbed from 

"Finlandia." The warring factions eventually sublimated their frustrated 

drives by hurling spitwads at obnoxious University of Texas panegyrists. 

Director McNeely, resolving to suppress such unruly behavior in the fu

ture, embarked forthwith upon the first draft of his Critique of Prurient 

Reasons, in which he outlined his visionary plans for the new pentomic 

Rice Band, versed in karate, to infiltrate the crowd while humming sim

ultaneously both controversial songs and the national anthem. 



Describing his stay at Rice as the "bleakest years of my life," 

author William Goyen returned to Rice for the first time since 

1939 to speak at a Baker College Night. 

Goyen described how he often sought to escape Math l 00 in 

the woods across South Main where Hermann Park now is. In 

the remaining time, when he wasn't "across the boulevard," he 

managed to study enough to graduate Phi Beta Kappa; but 

he quit the introductory math course and was compelled to 

stay at Rice a fifth year to pass it and receive his B.A. degree. 

Goyen spoke primarily as a writer advising aspiring writers of 

the next generation, but his message was clear and meaning

ful for everyone present: we all need a way "across the boul

evard" to retain our individual imagination and personality 

in a world that induces compromise and apathy. 

Despite the bleakness of his years at the Institute, Goyen was 
quick to point out that he now had a great deal of affection 

for Rice. He urged each student to seek personal relationships 

with faculty members and other students, for this possibility 

was the real advantage of a university education and had 

been the most valuable and lasting benefit of his days at Rice. 

William Goyen had a message with him-and a way of getting 

it across. He sat down with students in the discussion that fol

lowed his talk and spoke with them personally. In this personal 

element Goyen had something that very few speakers bring to 

Rice. 
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Shown publicly for the second time anywhere in the world, 

Georges Rouault's oil paintings depicting Andre Suare's poem 

"The Passion" were on display for a week in the Memorial 

Center Chapel. Rouault, one of the world's outstanding con

temporary painters, created the paintings as models for wood 

engravings illustrating Suare's poem. 

Rouault is a painter of icons, of direct, explosive, vital pres

ences in a world where Christianity is no longer to be accepted. 

He deals neither with abstractions nor with philosophical 

constructions, but with statements of reality. He criticizes the 

dangerous existence in today's world of the separation between 

the secular and the religious, and he tries to affirm the unity of 

the world. 

The intensity of Rouault's art is due to its nature as a celebra

tion, with the artist as celebrant. He was a believer in a world 

of immediate existence-in the constant presence of the world, 

of life, and of holiness. It is Rouault's vocation to be the cele

brant of the constant presence of holiness in life. 
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In one of the proudest occasions of the academic year, the English 

Department sponsored a talk by Bartek Faulkner in the Fondren 

Library's opulificent Lecture Lounge. The speaker gave the Rice 

student his ideas on Thallic Symbolism in culture from Shakespeare 
to the present. 

For the benefit of the uninitiated, Bartek Faulkner defined a thallus 

as any vegetable body flatter than it is wide. Of course, he added, 

something need not actually be a thallus to perform the functions 

of a thallic symbol. Most individuals, to whom either the reference 

to vegetables or the heresy against the orthodoxy that all vegeta

ble bodies are wider than they are flat, seems basically repugnant, 

if not to say unintellectual, suppress their literary instincts into 

such socially accepted channels as mentioning carpets, sidewalks, 

rivers, and conveyor belts. 

Modern psychology, he added, had proved the existence of thallic 

symbolism in the mythologies of many cultures. He characterized 

the ancient Greek civilization as essentially narcissistic, since the 

poets of the culture frequently mentioned some such things as car

pets of flowers. He cited Chinese civilization as the highest state of 

man, since the pagoda is the most concentrated embodiment of 

thallic symbolism in all architecture. 

The principal example of thallic symbolism in Shakespeare, and 

Bartek Faulkner's own personal favorite, was the marching of the 

Birnam Wood on MacBeth's castle. He dwelt upon this for about 

an hour, calling it the primary myth of all human consciousness. 

Bartek Faulkner was enthusiastically appreciated by all present, 

and the University Administration rolled out the red carpet for him. 
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Slow talking, slow smiling Lightnin' Hopkins won standing ap

plause in a Sunday afternoon performance sponsored by Will 

Rice College. When that gold tooth glints and that guitar 

twangs, you know he's up to something. He may be going on 

into "Black Cadillac" or he may start telling you about that 

mill that's burning down. If he decides to try a little Ray 

Charles or Jimmy Reed, you know Lightnin' is going to improve 

on them. 

Lightnin' can be seen at the Jester or other cabaret clubs in 

Houston. Wherever he goes, he's got a towel wrapped around 

his neck, his sunglasses, his guitar, a shot of whiskey, and com

plete control of the blues. 

Ole Lightnin' was there when the blues were born and man they 

ain't nuthin' you goon teach him 'bout thet guitar. 
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The Universidad Autonoma de Guadalajara, Guadalajara, Mexico, 

and Rice University inaugurated a program of information exchanges 

arising from a conference in the early part of 1963. A segment of this 

interchange was to eventually involve the fifth-year architecture class at 
Rice. 

As part of the regular course of instruction, a problem was issued to de

sign a new school for the University of Guadalajara accommodating 

5,000 students. The culmination of the design project occurred in Decem

ber at a formal presentation of the schemes in the Rice Memorial Cen

ter. Among the notables present were Dr. Louis Garibay, President of 

UAG and Dr. Angel Morales, rector of the University. 

The Mexican educators praised the achievements of the Rice students, 
promising more co-operation between the two universities and allow

ing that several original concepts of university planning had indeed re

sulted from the project. 
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For the Rice student inclined ro organize there are a great many places he can organize, with the school's 

permission. There are a great many places he may organize without the school's permission as well, but 

why go into that? Organizations at Rice come under control of the Senate, which comes under the control 

of the Dean, who comes under the control of the Board of Directors, who procure money. The money pro

cured by the Board of Directors (with the pittance paid by the student for the privilege of attendance) 

filters back down our small chain of command and is finally distributed in a more or less egalitarian fash

ion to the many organizations. Therefore, if a student is to get his money's worth, it would behoove him to 
organize. 

All our organizations at Rice breed in the individual a spirit of organization for its own sake. This is admira

ble, because the Great World is a world of organizations, where one realizes the value of getting some

thing done by many people, which spreads the credit and dilutes the blame for any action, and makes us 

all relatively irresponsible. Irresponsibility, then, is the keynote of our organizations here at Rice. 

The typically indolent Rice student with mud on his shoes and time on his hands found himself presented 

With a hearteningly dissipatory spectator sport. Devoted to truth, justice, and the annihilation of Roberts' 

Rules, the Student Senate, latterday Scylla, scourge of the Southern socio-political scene, this year assumed 

of its own volition the role of legislative lap dog, albeit of ungainly proportions. 

Under the tutelage, guidance, and thumb of President Mike (Be Quiet! ) Jaffe, the first Senate session wit

nessed the mouthing of the now-infamous, wondrously tongue-in-jowl Mad-Ave bromide, "the New, Dynamic Stu

dent Senate." The watching populace stood in awe as the khaki-clad Jaffe, Disraeli-bent and La Brea

bound, intrepidly set his affirmation-machine in motion. There lurks Tom a-Bedlam in the depths of every 

Rice heart. Wily Jaffe of the loud gavel and the hundred retorts incredulously discovered mutiny in the un
paid-off ranks, as the crowd turned nasty and refused the disappointed lndeeder his heart's desire of a 

chauffeur-driven Land Rover. Forced to keep his chain-drive unicycle, great Sachem Jaffe embarked undaunt

ed upon Phase Two of his visionary legislative program for a new world-order. 

With his characteristically acute awareness of group dynamics, Michael the Arch-Angler set about instilling in 

the oaken heads of his charges an awareness and sense of duty truly befitting the cultural mecca of 

South Houston . Responding heroically to the Fuhrer's call, the Senate required only three weeks to approve 

Rice's participation in the prestigious National Collegiate Turtle Race. Refusing the Senate rest from its unac

cust0med exertions, Jaffe sought to affirm the self-identity of his fledgling body-politic. In the diabolically 

clever fashion that was his wont, the Grand Totem of All Fiat engineered Rice's historic withdrawal from the 

NSA by purposely alienating greater Rice with his patently absurd paeans to the mother group. The proper

ly thankful spiritual children of Uncle Joe Cannon re joined by fixing a strangle-hold on shaken Jaffe and 

attempting to declare the Senate anathema, only to be redeemed by the supposed-deceased parliamentar

ian, who spoke briefly from his mountain peak and resumed his slumbers. 

A time to live and a time to die: assuredly there is also a time to sit on one's hands. 

STUDENT SENATE 

Standing, Jaffe 

:ylve:ier, Jandacek, Stevens, Pollard , McKinney, Touchstone, Lassiter 

owe I, Yeatman, Stooksbury, Randol, Timme, O'Connell, McElhenny, Hanson, Lodal, Winningham 




-....... 
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Doyle, McGregor, Wilson, Jones, Wilson, Powe ll, Pheiffer, Lewis, Timme Sorry, Ro berts, Brewer 

The Honor Council is an all student group, elected to administer the Honor System, although responsibil

ity for ma intaining the val idity of academic work is placed ultimately upon the ind ividual student. The 

personal honesty of each student is important to all, and the Honor System is an organized effort to ex
press this importance. 

The Council this year aided in an admirable attempt to del iver Dead Week from the realm of the mythical, 

Reading Day from the category of the absurd, and final schedules from the hands of the gods. 
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Kennedy, Beaird, Steffen, Muchmore, Haynes, Hasty 

Organized to create, induce, or threaten into being a climate of cerebral activity, the Forum Committee set 

about its task of luring unsuspecting guest speakers onto the campus. Clandestinely led by sometime-chair

man Jack Beaird, the Committee compiled a tentative proscription list, consisting of those who had achieved 

a suitable state of Critical Awareness. 

Recognizing Western Civilization's lamentable dearth of the critically aware, the Committee, in a praise 

worthy gesture of ethnic pluralism, turned to the East. Their choices proved impracticable, due to the Orien

tal inscrutability of the Great Wall of China and the insufficiency of Forum funds to purchase Saigon, the 

asking price of Ho Chi Minh. Acknowledging the futility of all, the Committee liquidated its assets, secured a 

winged dragon from the Biology Department and went underground with its pot of gold. 

In his fabled midnight raid on the subterranean exchequer, SA President Mike Jaffe was devoured by the 

churlish dragon, who was later observed to be in gastric distress. All further attempts to re-establish ties 

with the Committee have been met with silence. 
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Hasty, Meinhart, Parkerson 
Timme, Smith, Pie rce, Montgomery, Elliot, Woodall, Dunn, Honovitch 

The Student Center Board plans and regulates activities which take place in the Rice Memorial Center. 

Board Chairman Bill Timme, supervised the various committees, whose chairmen serve as members of the 

Board. 

By mid-term, the Grand Hall had been the site of two dances and an impressive list of Sunday night movies. 

The film projector was observed to work on occasion. The food service was altered as the result of a student 

opinion poll. Students living off-campus can eat all meals at Sammy's and overflow from the library 

keeps the service going until 10 pm. 

Basement overhaul began as workmen partitioned the large room, covered the pool tables, stacked tables 

and chairs in the ping-pong room and hid the television and couches-hoping to construct a usable recrea

tion area. 
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Dow, Thomas, Best, Zelenka, Odum, Chatfield, Kitchel , Carl, Files 
Upton, Green, Sutton 

The Chapel Committee serves the university and the community by organizing and coordinating non-de

nomination chapel programs. Dr. Wayne Bedford's Chapel Singers and the organ music of Roland Pomerat 

complement programs of visiting lecturers. 

The speakers represent an elite cross-section of religious scholarship throughout the world and of intellec

tual thought in every aspect of theology. Among guests this fall were Ian Hunt, Dietrich Ritchel, Bill Moyers, 

Dr. James McCord, and Theodore Gill-men of widely divergent viewpoints but a shared appreciation of 

disciplined intellect. 
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Before the leaves can mount again 

To fill the trees with another shade, 

They must go down past things coming up. 

They must go down into the dark decayed. 
















Instead of the leaves that cover the ground in the 

fall, in the winter there are reflections from the 

puddles of rain. The reflections, mirrors recording 

the fleeting image of another season, are reminders 

of the time that has passed. The newness and anxi

ety of fall has departed with the leaves, and stu

dents have begun to look forward to Christmas at 

home. And yet, as one crosses the campus in the 

cold rain of winter, there is the beginning of a 
sense of loss. The mirrors offer reflections of a 

changing day. They are reminders that with the 

seasonal time has passed human time, experience 

that one cannot recall. 

Yet the surest sign of winter is the rain itself. In 

the Ivy League the umbrella is a stylish tradition, at 

Rice the predominant reign of St. Swithin has made 

the umbrella a necessity for peaceful co-existence 

with the elements. Now and then, to the sheer glee 

of Houston students, there is snow; but 1t is doubt

ful that our swamp will ever be a snowdrift. 
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What kind of people 

go to Rice? 
What kind of conversation 

passes between 

these mental giants? 

Is it the sort of place 

where excited voices say 

"How'd you do in chem today?" 

or 
"Let's go to the show a month from Saturday night." 

or 

"Sorry I got you wet there 

with my sprinkler, meester?" 





Rice people are 
intellectuals 

hell raisers 

recluses 

extroverts 

instructors and 

administrators 
et cetera 

playing all sorts of games 
like bridge 

ping-pong 
bridge 

thumper 
bridge 

checkers 

ivy league 

class attendance 
kite flying 
and bridge. 
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With the birth of the iron horse 

a vast need for 

its steady improvement arose. 

So when Chief Crazy Horse 

and Jesse James 

were running down 

and robbing the trains 

with frightful regularity, 

did they call in the Texas Rangers? 

No. 
This was a job for the intellect. 

So immediately 

the railroad called in that 

well-known group of trouble shooters 

called the ME's. 

In an amazingly short time 

(50 years) 

they had solved the problem: 

Wilbur and Orville had 

invented an airplane. 

Rice's own department 

prom ises even greater advancements 

in connection with the new 

space science department. 
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Since Moses 

brought down the tablet from Mount Sinai 

only one addition has been made to the 

Ten Commandments. 

This comes 

not through the courtesy 

of God or the Clergy 

but from the chemists of the world 

in the form of PV:: nRT. 

Many other contributions have been made, 

especially in the field of medicine 
which figures in that 

chemists spend half their lives 

getting the glass tube slashes sewn up 
and 

the sulphuric acid washed 
' out of their eyes. 
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Physics has opened the world 


to the students of this basic science. 


You can see them 


huddled over the pool tables 


taking reams of data about 


conservation of momentum 


and inelastic collisions, 


or at Kay's 


consuming quarts of liquids 


in the study of fluids in a vacuum. 


Their glad voices raise in uniform chords 

and sing praises of Newton 

evermore. 

The voices shout 

E= Mc2 
E~Mc2 
ad infinitum 

Q. E. D. Physics is fun. 

It is also taught by funny people ... 

people with 
3.1415 for a license plate number 

people who think 

the greatest book ever written was 

The Strange Theory of the Quantum. 
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The chemical engineer takes 
all the acids, bases, 

and bunsen burners that 

have been altering his 

physical appearance 

with scars, burns, and missing limbs 
throughout his college years and 

figures out how 

to combine them in a way 

to produce some valuable what-not 
like rocket fuel 

so some idiot teenager 
can buy a do-it-yourself 

blow-off-the-garage-roof kit. 
If we are ever going to succeed 

in blowing up the world, 
we definitely are going 

to need these fellows. 
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Biology, the study of life, 
is certainly 

the most handicapped department 
on campus. 
The only living subject available 

in quantity 
is the male animal, and 
during finals one has reason to wonder 

if his metabolism is defunct and 
the species, in actuality, dead. 

Relating biology to the lifespan itself, 
for the lack af any other practical 

thing on campus 
with which to relate it, we see how, 

through the application of 
methods of physics and chemistry, 
biologists have managed 

to prolong 
the agonizing recurrence of 
disappointments called 

life. 
Whether we should be thankful or not, 

the Bio Department intends 

to further extend this 
condition of depravity. 
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Considering 
the grandiose matters that concern architects 

in these days of imagination and design 
it becomes necessary for someone 

to correct minor oversights in plans 

such as complete lack of provision 
for electrical wiring. 

Thence arises the necessity for EE's 

at Rice. 
Electrical engineers serve 

other useful functions like 

designing transformers for electric trains, 
manufacturing novelties 

in the form of hand buzzers, 
and providing means for 

the fulfillment of capital punishment. 
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In these times that 

try men's souls we 

are indeed fortunate to have 

the History Department 

adding clarity and delineation 

to world problems. 

The means by which 

it offers its enlightenment 

is itself an attraction. 

These are the four-year wonders 

who represent THE INFORMED MAN 

and who manage 

to monopolize, 

summarize 

and become ostracized 

from every conversation. 



The fanatic people 

from the dazzling heights 

of Anderson Hall 

issue forth for a last cup of espresso 

or a handful of melt-in-your-mouth 

benzydrine 

attracting as much attention as possible 

from the heathens that constitute 

the remainder of the student body 

before another all-consuming effort 

to prepare their latest project. 

Clad as they are in grubby white shirts 

and grubby blue jeans 

with grubby hands 

they hopa to take their place in the sun 

before one of their own 

finds it unfunctional. 

They are not creatures from a bad dream 

or Hermann Park 

only architects 

creative young men and women of art 
hoping to redesign, 

repaint, 

and re-educate the world. 







beau ties 


Early in December the CAMPANILE staff, forced by custom 

and encouraged by the Student Senate, took upon itself the ludi

crous task of compiling a list of all the female undergraduates 

at Rice. They are all eligible for the title of "CAMPANILE 

BEAUTY," however much their modesty might prevent them 

from admitting it. 

Not a1 all impressed by custom, the Editor decided we could 

make the whole thing more realistic by reducing the number of 

girls who are elected from ten to five. The idea, of course, played 

hell with the Senate. Besides the obvious fact that the slight 

change represented something new, the women of the Senate ob

jected, declaring the plot was an insidious attempt to break mo

rale at Jones. The change was approved, however, after Stooks
berry admitted that the girls didn't need anyhing to boost 

their ego anyway, and that it would be better to let them 

remain modest. 

The results of the election can be seen on this and the following 

five pages. In the group picture are the girls that were nominat

ed. The five girls that won, and we must admit that they are as 
beautiful as any school's five, are, in the order that they appear: 

Becky Cardiff, Cynthia Hood, Janet Langston, Sheila McCartney, 

and Elizabeth Vickrey. A.s you glance through these pages you 

might pause to reflect with us: 

Women in America outnumber 

the men. 

Now don't you think it's nice, 

girls, 

That here at Rice, there aren't 

as many 
Women as there are Rice girls? 













There comes a time in the course of the school year that every student, how

ever dedicated he may be to his primary interests in bridge, handball, pool, 

etc., must put aside those more challenging pursuits and find his place among 

the stacks of Fondren. This is the time for EXAMS. The period in which these 

tests are administered is immediately preceeded by a "Reading Period" in which 

the student is expected to prepare himself by reviewing the material covered in 

the last four months in his five or six courses. This year that period was exactly 

one day long. This has got to be the biggest farce on the school calendar, not 

excepting the Jones Introduction Dance. Immediately preceding the "Reading 

Period" of the first semester is the recess for "Christmas Holidays," that long

awaited sabbatical spoiled only by the numerous papers assigned by professors 

reluctant to take off the thumb screws for a day or two. 

And so we enter the exam period well-read and in that relaxed state of mind 

which can come only from the completion of five papers in the last three days. 

Fondren Library is the nucleus of all the exam-time pressure: the staff there is 

forced to inconvenience itself an extra hour every night, and in addition must 

face the task of removing from the restroom walls the outpouring of pent-up 

emotion which reaches its peak at this season . Somehow everyone does manage 

to find a corner or carrel somewhere, studying notes they forgot they had taken, 

borrowing those they never took at all, sustaining themselves with thoughts of 

brighter days ahead-another semester. 
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Given the rigors of the academic life which exists for at least five days 

of the week, it coulcl only be expected that Riceites would follow their 

more hedonistic instincts on the weekends. 

The struggle to provide more and better means for the gleeful release 

of sedate scholarly dispositions has led to an interesting variety of par

ties during the year. In different ways they all offer to students the 

equal if not free opportunity to forget the fact that they are struggling 
in the minor leagues. 

The first major blow-out of the year, auspiciously advertised as The 

Flush, dampened this commodious social arrangement. A local mother, 

reluctant to commit her daughter to the appointed cabinet d'oisonce 
without proper chaperones, informed the L.C.B. These gentlemen, dedi

cated as they are to the extinction of crapulence in minors, found their 

way easily enough into the affair and promptly put their own system of 

purgation into effect. Sixteen students were arrested and Max Jaffe had 

to bail them out. 

Despite this initial setback, the social tradition was uphe!d by such no
table occasions as Hysteria, New Orleans One, Grundelet, and the 

Jones Teas. 
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The dean of winter draws a line 
six feet 

six inches 

off the ground 

and anyone who can't walk 
under it 

without stooping 

gets an undershirt 

with a number 

the dean draws another line five feet 

five inches off the ground and anyone 

who can walk under it gets a gray shirt 
and a whistle 

the tall men do battle 
throw a ball 

through a hole 

ten feet off the ground 

to the tune of the whistle 
and one team 
of tall men 

loses 

which is what builds character 
but the tall men 
are silent 

and think 
that losing 

helps nobody 
but the 
winner. 

, 






To really understand why it wasn't Rice who 
met Texas Western in Dallas for the NCAA 
playoffs, one has to look at the little things that 

make a good team great, and we don't mean 
Shorty Lawson. The Rice cagers walked off with 

more records than a teenage kleptomaniac, yet 
still finished a distant third behind jovial Shelby 

Metcalf and his dirtfarmers. Any Rice basketball 
story has to begin with the Dupo Dipper, 6' 9" 
Kendall Rhine, two years All-Conference, two 
years leading scorer in the SWC (season-584 
points, conference-329 points), high scorer in 

Owl history ( 1345 points), single game record 
(44), team's leading rebounder, Helms All-

America, etc., etc., etc. 

Add little Herb Steinkamp, All - Conference 
guard. He was the best defensive, and perhaps 
the best all-around guard in the SWC. His 16 

point per game average made him the top back

court man in Rice history. 

Houston's Larry Phillips had a great senior year, 
after a slump his junior season. He was unani

mous second string All -Conference, with an 18.3 
average and l O rebounds per game. Larry is one 
of the few Owl cagers ever to score l 000 points 
in a varsity career. 

With these three as the nucleus of the team, 

Coach George Carlisle might have won the SWC 
crown with Liz and Richard at the other two po
sitions. But the young mentor, in his first year as 
head varsity coach in college, had only that-no 
electrons or protons, just a nucleus. And usually 

it Was Barry Rodrigue (who single-handedly won 

two games for Rice) and Elvis Spradling, the 

Girard jackrabbit, who were standing at center 
court when the festivities began. 

Rice played its first ten games in midseason form, 
its second game in preseason form and the last 
four games looking like the team that might 

have taken the conference title. The root of the 
Owls' trouble is buried deep in a snowdrift be

tween Houston and Salt Lake City, where Rice 
played Brigham Young. Just when the Owls had 

to look sharpest, they picked up the habit of 
throwing away the ball, or giving up two or 

three quick buckets just before the half. Great 
teams just do not do this. 

Or maybe the turning point of the year occurred 
in Provo, Utah, before the game with Utah Uni
versity. The fired up Rice team poured out of 
their cars, hustled into what they thought was 

the gym, and found themselves in the middle of 
an ice-hockey arena. 

Coach Carlisle and assistant Coach Allen Davis 
must look forward to a year of rebuilding in 

1965. The three-year starters, Rhine, Steinkamp, 
and Phillips, as well as Rodrigue, Spradling and 
Bob Hill all graduate. This leaves only seniors 

Don Siegmund, Larry Tiner, Warren Schick, and 
Dick Cramer; juniors Wiley Hall, Tim Barker, 
Carrol Keilers, Hugh Blevins, and Doug McKen
drick as the only players with any experience at 

all. Carlisle must bank on redshirt sophs Bill 
Doty and Leonard White, and frosh Larry Winn, 
Marty Ivey, Mike lnselmann, Rick Greenlaw, 

and Denny Beck, as well as some good luck in 
the junior college draft, to assure Rice basketball 

success in the future. 
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A bunch of groups (or is it a group of bunches?) of TRG's 

got together and decided to play a basketball champion

ship tourney. Not content with using standard rules, they 

made up their own, similar to hockey, and had a go at it. 

The OWLS figured the rules out first, barely, and won 

over the PALS 26-25. Beaver Holekamp had 17 points for 

the winners, and Nancy Stooksberry had the same for the 

losers. The game went right down to the wire. In the last 

minute of play, with the OWLS one point behind, Beaver 

intercepted four straight passes and threw the ball to 

Mary Frossard, who had just arrived from lab. Mary, stand

ing under the basket, was more accustomed to defense, 

so she threw it back out. Finally she was persuaded to 

shoot, and she laid it in for the winning bucket-on the 

third try. The prize for winn ing was the right for the OWLS 

to stamp the floor and chant before the PALS got to. 

Ralph Knoohuizen and his Pathetics rolled over the Will 

Rice Jocks, 55-35, to w in the intramural league basket
ball crown. The Pathetics had an easier time in the finals 

than either team had in the semis. Will Rice Jocks enjoyed 

a marvelous choke by Kay's Crew, who blew an eight 

point lead in the last five minutes, and won 46-42. The 

Pathetics sent all five men to tackle Frank Pickens of the 

Petunias, but Pickens, refugee from last year's varsity tak

ing advantage of some easy intramural competition while 

he waits out a year of ineligibility, got his usual 32 points. 

Unfortunately, nobody else on his team scored more than 

10, and the Pathetics camG from behind for a 56-54 vic

tory. It's just as well that the final game was played in 
relative solitude on a Saturday afternoon. The girls' 

games were better. 

Will Rice took its annual college basketball championsh ip, 

thumping Wiess, 70-59. The game was played on a Satur

day night as a preliminary to the Rice-Arkansas clash, and 

was probably more interesting. All-Conference linebackers 

Malcolm Walker and Russell Wayt took turns pounding 

Frank Pickens, who responded with nine pressure-packed 

points. While everyone was covering Pickens and conceal

ing their elbow jabs from the real live Southwest Confer

ence refs (not Shorty-he hadn't yet picked his favorite 

between the two,) Buddy Hawkins roamed the middle for 

21 points, high for the game. But Jim Redford had 20 and 

Cordell Haymon had 16 for Will Rice to lead the way to 

vicJ-ory. Baker beat Hanszen, 50-46 for the consolat ion, 

headed by Jack Van Geffen with 17 points. 
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The OWLS maintained the same dominance in girls' ath
letics as Will Rice in the hoys'. They defeated the PALS in the 

girls' volleyball match, l 5-6, l 5-1. What the girls lacked in 
native ability, they make up in noise. If anything is capa
ble of altering the course of a floating volleyball, the re
quired force must be noise. At least that's what the girls seem 

to be trying to prove. Or perhaps they are playing volley
ball for the purpose of venting their repressed emotions. 

Nevertheless, if one likes mediocre, although enthusiastic, 

volleyball but doesn't like noise, he should not plan to see 

a girls' game. If he just wants to see girls, he should apply 
to U. of H. 

Will Rice Gold took the league volleyball championship 

from the Petunias, l 5- l, l 5-9. It was a typical fight be 

tween Kendall Rhine and Don Siegmund, only this time 

Rhine wasn't there. Nor was Bob Hill. The two Petunia 

stars were resting up for their last basketball game the 

next night. Not only were the Petunia forces decimated, 

but they were compelled to play their semifinal match 

earlier that night. Will Rice Gold had drawn the bye in 

the three team tourney. The Petunias had beaten the Geo 

Jox, l 5-9, l 5-4. So Will Rice trotted in and beat heck out 
of Wiess' team, as Don Siegmund really didn't care about 

the last basketball game, which he didn't play in anyway. 

After several weeks of postponements and delays, Will Rice 

decided it had nothing better to do, so it got up a team and 

whipped Wiess for the college volleyball championship. 
Their boredom is easily understood, since they had already 

won football and basketball, and championships were 

getting to be old hat. But Malcolm Walker, Don Siegmund, 

and co., finnally condescended to play Wiess, with Kendall 

Rhine, Eli Spradling, and John Durham. They won 9-15, 
15-2, 17-15. 
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The PALS production of "Guys and Dolls" was a tremendous success 

both financially and as a musical. The audience will remember: 

Trinka Blaffer stripping ... Gretchen Vik thinking Bacardi was milk ... 

Larry Bell singing "Luck be a Lady" ... the crapshooters shooting crap 
. . . John McKnight and Sandy Parkerson dancing ... and several 
dozen assorted sinners singing "Sit Down You're Rocking the Boat ..." 

The cast will remember: the direction of Prof. Harold Crouse ...Mary 

Gillilands "Halleujah's" ... Harry the Goat as Harry. the Horse ... 
double breasted suits purchased at Goodwill Industries ... Judy Wain

scott "acquiring" park benches ... the hard work put in by Jim Zum

walt ... Linda Geisler having a hard time looking like a prostitute ... 

the director chugging beer at the Friday night cast party ... and ev

eryone but the cops chugging beer at the Saturday night cast party. 
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The Rice Players opened the second semester with a romp. Phyllis 

Moore directed G. B. Shaw's Androcles and the Lion and Christo

pher Fry's one-act A Phoenix Too Frequent. The Players were some

what skeptical about the audience reception of Fry's rather 

wordy play, but the responses were warm. There were those who 

complained about headless characters, but most of the play was 

spent either on the floor drinking or on the funeral bier. Jane 
Rulffs, Cynthia Lyle, and Lawson Taitte turned in fine perform

ances under static conditions. The main problem arose from 

there being a great number of lines with little motivation for 

movement. 

Shaw's play was criticized for not being Shaw. The play as 

presented was a terribly funny burlesque, exhibiting the unusual 

comic ability of the director. Too many of the subtleties were 

covered by a polite statue who made way for a lovely Lavinia 

(Helen Gaines) and caricatured Christians such as Thom 

Scrutchin. Yet the play as a whole was undeniably and ex

tremely funny. Roger Glade, Kai O'Halleran, and Bob Lowen

stein displayed refreshing comic acting ability. 





RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS 

The university is people-people with a singular and exciting task in 

our culture: the preservation of our heritage, the formulation of new 

concepts and ideas, and the radica l searching for and confrontat ion 

With truth, not to mention the incubation of each new generation of 

leadership. The time when religious student centers were thought of as 
"homes away from home" is rapid ly passing as churchmen every

where in universities are experiencing a renewed concept of ministry to 
and within what is the "home" of academicians-the university itself. 

Rice was founded to be non-sectarian and non-part isan . It should not 

be expected nor should it a llow itse lf to propagate any single ideol

ogy as the ideology; any ser ious ministry here would join in supporting 

the University to this end. But the Un ivers ity is peop le, hence the ideo

logical, the faith-stance, will always be pervasive and relevant: To 
deny this is to misconstrue the meaning of "non-sectarian" as well as 

"ob jectivity" and to be unfaithful to the educational task itself. The 

non-sectarian university must not only be free from false expectations, 
but free to become an arena favorable to a serious dialog ue between 

men of faith. 

Much of the Judaeo-Christian min istry's expression at Rice is predicated 

upon the hope that there might be debate, that the Biblical perspec

tive about man, history, and the un iverse might receive a hearing in 

terms of serious dia logue with those who hold other views. Such a dia

logue would be a continuing conversat ion open to the exploration and 

understanding of the presuppositions under wh ich the University and 

its world operates. Such a dialogue would include all significant op
tions about man and history and the universe, and it would provide a 
climate in which they could be clearly and responsibly articulated by 

those who claim them as theirs. Th is, as with any dialogue, is an en

counter at the level of faith, not re lig ion . Relig ion-academic or ec

clesiastical-may or may not express such faith, but its presence or 

its discussion will not be significant until it does. 

The student Inter-Faith Counci l, composed of the eleven denomination

al groups at Rice, provides a common denominator through which in

dividuals and groups can meet, and try to analyse in depth their re

sponses to one another and responses between ind ividuals. Successful 

dialogues between the Presbyterian Student Association, and the Dis

ciples Student Fellowship, and between Newman Club and Canterbury 

Association, indicate encouraging possi bili t ies for more united work at 
Rice than ever before. The World Day of Prayer this year demonstrat

ed meaningf ul part icipation among most Christian denominational 

g roups on ca mpus. 
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Inter-faith and inter-personal articulation of these ideas is 

the guiding principle of the church-affiliated organizations 

at Rice. The Disciples Student Fellowship and Presbyterian 

Student Association merged to form the United Christian Cam

pus Fellowship, in the belief that by working together, they 

can better advance the ecumenical growth of the church. This 

ecumenical movement is now in primitive stages of discussion 

and consideration. The UCCF and Wesley Foundation par

ticipate in weekly joint communion. They, Baptist Student Un

ion, Canterbury Association, Christian Science Organization, 

Hillel, and Newman Club, sponsor study groups, opportuni

ties and centers for worship and discussion, speakers, and 

other activities that concern themselves with individual, Uni

versity, and community problems. 

San Felipe Courts is a sprawling housing development near 

downtown Houston. Its apartments and playgrounds swell 

with the sounds and laughter of children and young adults. 

It is here that the most significant inter-faith work of Rice 

students takes place-within crowded living quarters and 

within a special classroom-library-study-hall area. The San 

Felipe Courts Tutoring Project is the focal point for articula

tion of ideas by the inter-action of a broad cross-section of 

members of the Rice community. 

Each week-night, groups from Rice voluntarily tutor the 

young people of this housing development. A study area is 

provided those who need quiet and space, and a growing 

library is available to all. Rice students visit the families in 

their homes and talk with the parents and children. In the 

class rooms, the tutors try to guide the children in their par

ticular study problems and to acquaint them with the neces

sity and the possibility of pursuing higher education. 

The primary task is to communicate-from older youth to 

younger, from one faith to another, from one skin color to 

another, from one income level to another-from one human 

being to another. 
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After only eight months of negotiations with the Student Senate and Stu

dent Center Board; noted folk singer Josh White was brought to Rice for 

two successful performances. Final figures on the exact profit or loss of the 

venture are not yet available, but everyone is sure that someone will find 

out someday. The grand hall of the RMC was filled for both shows, as Josh 

and his son thrilled the audiences with their artistry. Josh thrilled those 

connected with the production by his consumption of imported scotch. The 

medium-sized crowds thrilled the Senate because they wouldn't have to 

take out another mortgage on the RMC to cover a loss. The sound system 

refused to fail as it has in the past for every concert; but the main spotlight 

did go out in the first performance, plunging the hall into darkness. The 

success of the concert has led to consideration of other performers. Possibly 

Johnny Cash. 
160 
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New York hod its Armory Show. Rice had its 1964 Library Art Exhibit. 

Sing, Muse! Commemorate (to the explanatirin-demanding, hopelessly crass 

and brutish masses) the causes of such a marvv thing. 

In the absence of a white-paper from the Fates, the following causes 

have been postulated : a) officialdom's accumulated desire for public 

recognition after years of cloistered, unrewarded Think-and-Do Hours in 

Lovett Hall's conservatory; b) the advent of Slippery Rock college's re

nowned Potsherds-from-Paper-Weights Student Handicrafts Symposium, 

which created in the pubrel men's minds a reprehensible Rice culture gap; 

c) the assumed need for refutation of scurrilous charges that the anhy

drous ammonia storage tanks comprising the fine-arts basement studio 

were filled only with pink air. Time, Brother Ass, will tell who erred. 

And as we sadly take our leave of the scenic Fondren garret, thousands 

of confused but, doubtless, happy natives contemplate all that wizard 

handiwork papering the walls. 
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Due primarily to the enthusiastic efforts of Don Dean and 

Dwight Calkins the Rice Stadium parking lot looked a little 

like the Sebring airstrip on two Sunday afternoons of the 

year. As the first screams of small motors and smells of burn

ing rubber drifted over the campus, students paused to won

der if the Pinkerton man had not taken complete leave of his 

senses and begun to wheel his Volkswagen about the lot in 

a frenzied attempt to run down imaginary criminals who 

had overparked in the shell parking rut. Venturing closer, 

however, they saw hordes of cars, small and large, appar

ently possessed of locomobile demons, as they sped about 
in some obscure pattern. 

Of course this wasn't entirely like Sebring. Stirling Moss 
wasn't there. But Daren Appelt made the scene and drove 

away with the best elapsed time in his home-built, Triumph

powered special. The second gymkhana was slightly more 

exciting because it was run in the rain, slightly harder to 

describe because no one remembers who won . After an after

noon rally through the swamps and fields of Harris County 

and a lime run, members began to feel confident of their 

ability behind the wheel. After Appelt's previously mentioned 

special had been further modified with the installation of a 
Buick V-8, they competed at Corpus Christi against more 

formidable opponents. Only a blown motor prevented them 
from finishing. 

As the CAMPANILE goes to press, we understand that negotia

tions are planned with the administration in hopes of re
placing the Rondelet bike race with a Monaco-type sports 
car race around the campus. The idea is that the race, 
which could be run safely only if drivers were declared in

eligible for the beer-drinking link of the relay, would be 

more exciting and easier for the Development Office to 
justify to the public. 







A CHILD'S FIRST BOOK 
OF LITERARY SOCIETIES 

Once upon a time there were many little girls who 

were very sad. They knew they should be selective in 

their friendships. Their mommies had always told them 

to be careful in choosing their friends and to be wary 

of strangers. Mommies and Daddies sent them to the 

Institute so they could have the job of selection done 

for them by a committee of grown people. 

This made them very very sad. They wanted to form 

their own selection committees. They began to organ

ize several teams for competition according to a na

tionally sanctioned brownie point system. The teams 

lined up and the selection committees led them in a 

game of Red Rover Rush. 

For the other little girls in the neighborhood who 

wanted to play too, the _bigger girls watched the 

games that the girls in the public schools play, and 

they modified their games so that everyone could play. 

Now all the little girls are very happy. They stay in 

shape for the big official Winter Red Rover Olympics 

by having practice matches and coaching sessions all 

year, and by working very hard on enticement and 
lock-out techniques. 
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C is for Chaille Rice, which 

Has many different practice sessions. 

At the first of the year they sell calendars and 
In the fall they have a 


L uau to welcome all the new 


L ittle girls who 


Each get a lei and lots of food. 


Right after the Christmas Egg-Nag Party, 


It is t ime for the big games. 


CRLS has a Log-Cabin party with (rootbeer, cider, and folksinging) 
and 

Ends Rush with a Rose Party. 

For all the new team members this year there were many parties: Call
ing-in, mock initiation, formal initiation, spring formal at the Houston 

Club, casual party, and senior tea. 

Arnold, Ashford, Bowles, Burns, Dean, Dev li n, Hamski 
Hinton, Ladd, Lee, McCants, Mauzy, Moon , Nelson 
Odum, Pugh, Rogers, Ryan, Smith , Suttle, Van Atta 
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Holder, Moon, Thomas, Arnold, Lee. Lee, Posey 



Saunders, Stevens, Faster, Bertch, Bowers, Bridges, Stevens 



E is for Elizabeth Baldwin, affectionately known as EB. 

Little girls can watch big EB's 
In the fall as they decorate goal posts and have a party with OWLS. 

Z is a letter that doesn't fit. 

At the first practice game, the 

Big girls dress in pink and 

Entertain at a big house. 

To add variety, they also 
Hove a tea for alumni and a party with the OWLS. 

Before the games, the EB's become 

Actresses and present a melodrama. This year they produced "The Boy Friend." 


L iquid refreshments added spirit to the cast party. 


During the Olympics, the EB's put on their 

W inning smiles and played Red Rover with double-locked arms, a Roaring Twen

ties party and an Open House. 


Into their midst they called 

New pledges with another party. 


After tbe sides had been chosen, EB's had a formal dance, a Luau, formal initiation, 

a "cultural project" (big girls take the little girls to a play), a dinner for seniors and 

brides, and a picnic. 

Beasley, Bertch, Bowers, Bridges, Cardiff, Degnan, Dunn, Floreen, Gentry 
Hanson, Henderson, Hood, Hord, Kirkpatrick, McCartney, McDermott, McKean, McNett 
Moore, Niebuhr, Pieper, Randoll, Riggs, Sounders, Stevens, Stevens, Vickrey 



0 is for Owen Wister, which cleverly spells out OWLS, the 
Winners of volleyball and basketball intramurals and sellers of student directories. 

EB's and OWLS decorate goal posts and have a party together, but OWLS have a 

Nice Christmas party and don't invite EB's. 

When the war games begin, OWLS and EB's hardly speak. 
It's all a part of the brownie system. A 

Saint and Sinner Rush party and 

Then an Open House are the main 

Efforts used to entice new little girls, and 

Rush ends with a calling-in party. 

Pledges who broke the resistant ranks of OWLS defenders display their other-than

athletic talents at mock initiation. Kay Goerner won this year's Hairiest Legs Award. 

They are treated to a formal initiaion and spring formal; and they give a tea for 

their mothers and alumnae. 

In remembrance of the oft-hidden significance of the last two letters of their appel

lation (Literary Society), the OWLS donate money to Fondren and Jones College 

libraries. Preparing for their future roles as charitable educated women, they have a 

Christmas party for children at Dow School and support a foster child in Viet Nam. 

Allen, Arnold, Barnum, Barrow, Barry, Bonner, Byrne, Charles, Cleveland 
Frossard, Hearn, Henderson, Hodges, Holekamp, Holland, Brunner, Howell, A. Jones 
S. Jones, LaMotta, Lundstrom, Lyle, McElheny, McNamara, Marshall, Martin, Meinhardt 
Melson , Miller, Patillo, Pierce, Roseberry, Smith, Sqaw, Wilson, LaMotta 
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Jones, Williams, LaMotta, LaMotta, Wilson, Henderson, Barrow 



PALS welcomed all new 

A rrivals to the Institute with Cherries Jubilee. 

L ater they had a Halloween party with spirits in abundance. 

Li ttle girls were called to their side by 

A PAL-ette party and an Open House. The 

S weethearts this year are Mike Groves, Alan Nillson, John Aymond, and 

Larry Bell. Previous sweethearts have been Sandy Parkerson, John Mc
Knight, and Sam Hughes. 

A fter the official competition 
T his year, PALS produced "Guys and Dolls." They 

Had overflow crowds, which 
Everyone celebrated at the cast party. 

N ew pledges were required to 

E nter the Burlesque cast. They and the many boys recruited strength

ened the PALS team for future war games. Spring practice concen

trated on the formal at the Cork Club and lemonade sales at the 

Rondelet Beer-Bike Race. 

Bloffer, Boren, Geisler, Gilliland, Jones, Kathman, Lassiter 
Lightsey, Pierce, Scarborough, Schroeder, Vik, Wainscott, Wheeler 



Tompkins, Blaffer, Wheeler, Laird , Kathman, Tompkins 
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MilRutherford, Fisk, Smith, Beal, Rainbow, Rutherford 



Sarah Lane members welcome new little girls with 

A fashion show. After that, they fill the 

Rest of the first semester with a Halloween party, Christmas party, 

And a production. This year they performed Christopher Fry's version of Jean 
Anouilh 's Ring Round The Moon. 

H anszen College won the prize for the largest attendance at SLLS' all-school 
party, "Thirsty I." 

Literary-est of all the Olympic contenders, SLLS chose 

As thei r first weapon a Gallery Party featuring Mr. Jasper Rose, and 
Next, a literary tea. They 

End the year with a formal initiation, formal at Lakewood Yacht Club, and a 
beach party. 

Tis for toes. Lits 

Hate to have these stepped on. T is also for THE 
END. 

Beal, Br unk, Carl, Ew ing , Fisk, Ga tlin , Lewis, McDonald 
Mittanck, O a ks, Rain bow, Rutherford, Shelton , Smith , Snyder, Wehking 



They must be pierced by flowers and put 

Beneath the feet of dancing flowers. 

H owever it is in some other world 

I know that this is the way in ours. 
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It has been observed that normally in the spring 

young men's fancy turns to love. However, things 

being as they are about Rice, the majority of the 

young men are compelled to turn their fancy else

where. Luckily, the Houston area offers several 

favorable opportunities for gaining the full bene 

fit of the season. One of the favorite spots is 

Hermann Park, just across the street from campus 

where one can stroll in the zoo and relax amid 

the natural beauty of the park grounds. Galves

ton beach, only slightly farther, is the scene of fre

quent beer busts on weekends. Of course the cam

pus itself is the most popular area of relaxation; 

here one may sunbathe or read in relative peace 

and quiet, provided he does not accidently choose 

a spot which is situated on a frisbe golf course. 
Hence the tendency to use the roof. 

The spirit of spring is most clearly evidenced in 

the varied activities of Rondelet. The coming out 

of the racing bicycle and the Tall Boy beer can is 

the surest sign that spring has arrived. The infor
mality of spring even extends to the classroom 

which, in fact, is often abandoned for outdoor 

meetings. Unfortunately, the informality and the 

college rivalry sometimes combine in less educa

tional activities such as large scale water fights. 

One way or another most students find it neces

sary to ignore the imminent approach of final ex
ams. 

I 
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HONOREES 


Left to right: 
Anita Jones 

Lou Bertch 
Elaine Hord 

Marcia Pieper 
Sheila McCartney 

Mimi Woodall 
Sandra Hanson 

Margaret Stevens 
Nancy Stooksberry 

Nancy Degnan 
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You disgorged yourself through the throat and mouth of a dragon, and 

found yourself in the land of Daemonia, somewhere in the basement of 

the Shamrock Hilton Hotel. This was Archi-Arts 1964. This was appropriate 

as hell. 

All around you were the various grotesques-demons, ghouls, trees, snakes, 

and two dead looking things which were collecting the prize for the best 

costume. But you weren't surprised to see the array of monstrosities about 

you; you were supposedly dressed in similiar costumes. Who was sur
prised? The hotel manager for one. He greeted you as you casually 

strolled through the lobby, clad fetchingly in sod and moss. Your date was 

a cockroach. You were carrying your bottle of bourbon, looking for the 

party. The manager was carrying his bottle of tranquilizers, looking for 

a policeman. He was the picture of poise. "Just go away quietly, and 
don't try to start any trouble with the guests. We don't want us to call the 

police, do we?" He was looking around furtively, trying to ascertain if the 

other people in the lobby saw too. Somebody should have told him about 

Archi-Arts, but you were not in the mood. You turned to leave, stumbled into 
the basement, and there you were. 

The Architecture department spared no expense in obtaining the finest 

cardboard for the decorations. They spared expense in obtaining a loca

tion for the party. They spared expense in obtaining a dance band for 

the party. Jerry Sandifer's all sober Kinkaid Prom super deluxe special 

did not hit the spot for the All-American I-was-a-college-monster set. You 

can't Watusi to "Begin the Beguine." Harry Guffee and his Bedbugs were 

well received, if not well paid. 

The proceeds went to the William Ward Watkin Traveling Fellowship 

whatever that is. And there were some proceeds. At $4.75, one would hope 

there would be some proceeds somewhere. 

The hjghlight of the entertainment was the Archi-Arts honorees, each garbed 

as one of the five grotesqueries of the female sex: Impertinence (Elaine 

Hord), Vulgarity (Martha McKean), Vanity (Shiela McCartney), Frigidity 

(Peggy Saunders), and Frivolity (Ann D'Olier). Costumes were designed by 
members of the architecture class: Jack McClelland, Kurth Brown, John 

Crowder, Dan Barnum, and John Mullen, respectively. 

The party was truly an astounding experience, and the Archi's are to be 

congratulated; but it is doubted that even those who planned the party 

can be credited with the final touch: when it was all over, you discovered 

that the little man who refilled your ice bucket all night had taken the re
mainder of your booze. 
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Commedia del arte design and colors on a swirling, multi
level set were integrated into the bawdy, high-spirited 
comedy of "The Taming of the Shrew," performed by the 

Rice Players, April 23 through 28. This spring's Shakespeare 
festival was U',1doubtedly one of the most successful and 

important achievements in theatre at Rice. The approach, 
pacing, and unprecedented professionalism won critical 
praise, public recognition, and box office success for the 

group. 

The games of love and "hoodwinking" were emphasized 
by a central raked platform resembling a giant chessboard. 

Director David Dannenbaum, set designer Joseph K. Rider, 
and costume designer Patricia Buard carefully combined 

color schemes and stage movement on the game board 
and the several other platform levels to create a stylized 
representational production that was a swirl of energy 

and slapstick trickery. 

The yawning stage thrust the action into the audience. The 

effect was furthered by the Players' first entrance down the 

aisle, a Keystone chase through the audience, and the use 

of several "plants" in the audience who participated in the 

action. In addition, the play-within-a-play idea was em
phasized as Christopher Sly and other introduction charac

ters watched the production and interrupted it from time to 

time from a separately raised stage. 

Shakespeare balanced the large cast of this play to such 
an extent that it is really impossible to assign major and 

minor roles. The famous pair of lovers, Petruchio and Kath
erina, was played by John Harris and, on alternate nights, 

Beverly Wehking and Linda Walsh. The beautiful but hypo
critical Bianca was performed on opposite nights by Bever

ly Hutchison and Anne Riquelmy. The double casting was 
done because of the scarcity of female parts in the play. 

The university administration and Houston have taken new 

interest in the possibility of a truly creative theatre origi
nating on the Rice campus. The inadequacies of Hamman 

Hall and the handicap of creating such a show there in an 
entirely extra-curricular time schedule were painfully obvi
ous in the months of rehearsal and the performances them

selves. 

Harold Clurman, the American National Theatre Academy's 

artistic consultant for its multi-million dollar Houston thea
tre center, arrived in Houston in late spring for a meeting 

with ANTA's financial "angels" here. At a party for Mr. Clur
man on his arrival, the Players presented two scenes from 

Shrew" at the request of their hostess, Mrs. Kenneth Dale 

Owen. This recognition from the most important area of 
American professional theatre should give tremendous Im
petus to the future of theatre at Rice. 
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The Players' Coordinators enjoy a rare moment of relaxation tagethPr off 
stage. Out of respect for their great modesty, names will be withheld . 
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Except for an eight-game slump at the beginning of conference play, the Owl baseball 
team enjoyed a rather satisfying season. They led the league for three delirious days, hav
ing beaten TCU in the opener, but suffered the misfortune of having scheduled the rest of 
the conference teams. Nevertheless, Rice chose to battle on against this unavoidable stroke 

of bad luck, and bravely marched to Austin to play Texas. Eleven runs later, they were no 
longer undefeated, and the Owls couldn't quite recover from their monumental disappointment. 

If it's any consolation, they might not have finished dead last with their 3-12 conference 
record . SMU had a 3-10 slate, but unaccommodatingly chose not to make up two rainouts 

which might have dropped them into a tie with the Rice nine. 

One can't be too critical of the Owls' efforts. Several injuries seriously hurt Rice's chances. 

R. J. Nitsche, counted on as a mainstay at third, hurt his shoulder in football spring 

tra ining, and never played. Billy Hale, starting shortstop, broke his leg early in the season, 
and catcher Don Kirks broke his cheekbone against Texas. Both were lost for the season. 
Ronnie Waldo was expected to be an ace pitcher, but he hurt his arm and never aided the 

Owls on the mound. 

Waldo ended up as Rice's leading hitter with a .339 average, and along with Joel Tigett, 
who filled in at shortstop for Hale, made second-string All-Conference. It was the third straight 

year on the conference squad for Tigett. Donnie Longcope was the second leading batter 

with a .263. 

The average coach will start to look toward next season when he finds he has a 6-18 rec
ord to improve upon. Doug Osburn is no exception. Encouraged by the fact that the venera

ble athletic association actually gave out some baseball scholarships this year, Osburn is 
counting on a strong group of sophomores coming up from the frosh squad. Among them are 
pitchers Bill Palmer and John McDonald, and assorted infielders and outfielders such as 

Andy Rooker, Lynn Berry, and Jimmy Woodruff. 
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For six months each year, Sammy Giammalva holds down a tedious position as tennis pro at 
a New York country club. Throughout the summer, he is forced to bask in the sunshine, and 

probably must fight off hundreds of glamorous debutantes eager for a lock of his hair or a 
shred of his garment as he instructs them in the proper way to swing the gut. One can almost 

picture him as he wearily reaches around the girls' waist and goes through the motions of 

each stroke. 

But the rest of the year is his triumph, as he whisks himself to Houston to build SWC tennis 
contenders at Rice. For here he can relive the days when he was conference champion for 
three years at the University of Texas, before an appreciative audience. This spring he 
coached his boys to the crown-a 32-4 record and a three-match margin over the Aggies. 
Sammie juggled five fine players in the matches, and all but one returns next year. Junior 

Jimmy Parker held down the number one spot all season, and was undefeated in the confer
ence. The second man was southpaw Dale Mcleary, also a junior, who usually teamed with 
Parker in the doubles. The only senior was Frank Bertram, and the fourth position was either 

Ed Turville or Chip Travis, both sophs. 

But alas, poor Sam must return to his toil in New York, inspired only by his anticipation of 

four returning lettermen, John Pickens, (a fine frosh), and perhaps Fritz Schunck, number 

one man two years ago but academically ineligible last year. One has to. admire the man's 

courage. 
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If one wishes to seek tradition, he can claim that Rice wins the SWC track title every 
26 years. This tradition has been broken only in 1914. Nevertheless, the Owls did scarf 
up the crown this year, with 61 points, nine more than second-place Texas. Rice pulled 
in five firsts and four seconds, but three fourths and three fifths, some of them CJnexpect

ed, gave the Owls their winning margin. Bobby May was highpoint man for Rice, 
winning the 120-yard highs and the 440 intermediate hurdles, and running a leg on 

the second-place sprint relay team. Jimmy Ellington was the second busiest man, placing 
second in the 440, and running legs in the sprint relay and winning mile relay teams. 
Other winners were Ed Red in the javelin, for the fourth straight year, counting fresh 

man competition, and Warren Brattlof, repeating as pole vault champion. 

The final victory-the mile relay-was anticlimactic as Rice had already wrapped up the 
crown in the 440-yard hurdles. May and Gary Collins finished one-two to give the Owls 
enough points to be mathematically unbeatable in the final event. Jack Weldon's 
second in the broadjump, Bill Leon's fifth in the l 00, Ray Wende's fourth in the 440, 
George Stroup's fourth in the three-mile, Russell Wayt's fifth in the discus, and Verl 
Brown's fourth and Collins's fifth in the 120 hurdles gave Rice a larger cushion, 

going into the final events, than had been anticipated. 

The season was not without its highlights. A 3:09.2 in the mile relay at the Drake Relays 

broke a school record, and the team all returns next year. Wende, May, and Doug Ald

mon are juniors, and Ellington is a soph. 

Since Ed Red is the only winner to graduate, one might say that Rice can make up for 
its break of tradition in 1914 by winning in 1965. Then one can claim that the Owls al
ways win the SWC in years divisible by 28. (Except for 1964 and 1965). 

-





The Friday League's Sigma Epsilon Chi clobbered the Tuesday League's 
AMF'ers, 8-4, for the intramural softball crown. It looked like a pitchers' duel 

with Ronnie Cervenka against Bob Breihan, but the SeeChi's infield was 
more efficient and their hitting more potent. The extremely rough game saw 

two coll isions at first base and one at shortstop. Both teams retired to don 
fooball gear, but the game then continued without incident. The AMF'ers 

gained the finals with a taut 4-3 win over Eli Spradling's Petunias, winners of 

the Thursday League. 

Hanszen College swiped the softball title from Will Rice, 4-1, in a game which 
saw no earned runs cross the plate. Fielding lapses spoiled what promised 
to be an exciting pitchers' game between Hanszen's Bob Breihan and Will 
Rice's Bill Walker. Wiess used a two-platoon system and beat Baker, 8-3, for 

third place.Buddy Hawkins was the winning hurler against Ronnie Cervenka 

but Eli Spradling shut out Baker over the last three frames. The last out was 

unique . - . All nine Wiess players manned infield positions. But they might as 
well have gone home, since Paul Chamberlain struck out. 
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The Will Rice armada garnered 74 points, with six firsts 
and six seconds, to easily sweep the college swimming meet. 

Wiess was second with 32 points, Baker third with 25, and 

Hanszen last with 12. Two new records were set in the meet. 

Terry Miller of Will Rice swam the 50-yard freestyle in 25.4 
seconds, and Byron Dean, also of Will Rice, did the 50-yard 

butterfly in 28. l . Dean was highpoint man for the day with 

12 1/ 2 points, and Bruce Thompson of Baker had 11. 

Will Rice also captured the college tennis championship. 

Singles players Dave Richardson, Bill Berg, Grif Dix, and 

Ernie Maggard, and doubles teams Fred Wooten-Albert 

Lowey-Ball and Steve Wood-Wayne Hathaway managed 

a 12-5 slate for the tournament. Hanszen was second with 
a 6- l 0 record, Wiess was third with 6-7, and Baker, as is 

the tradition, was a distant last with a 5-7 showing. 

Hanszen, with a 12-5 record, won the college handball 

meet. Baker was second with an 8-8 slate, Will Rice was 

third with 7- l 0, and Wiess last with 6- l 0. Alfred Lowey-Ball 

and Richard Ganchan, of Will Rice, Stephen Paine, of 

Hanszen, and Jim Jennings, of Baker were all undefeated 

in singles play, and the teams of Dickie Cramer-Ron Janda

cek, of Hanszen, and Charles Castles-Ed Snow, of Wiess, 
were unbeaten in doubles competition. 
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No single event-a pep rally, an intramural championship game, a party-inspires the intense spirit of competition among the four men's colleges at Rice as does 
the Rondelet Beer Bike Race. It's the World Series, the Kentucky Derby, the National Open, the Stanley Cup. It's the one each college has to win, and the one every 

college begins preparation for as early as the turn of the semester. Each year, previous intercollege athletics records are forgotten; a victory in The Race eradi

cates a year of fourth-place finishes in football, basketball, or softball. 

It's the event a college cabinet will appropriate $300 for two of the lightest, swiftest new racing bikes. It's the event a college will spend $200 for beer in order to 

weed the fastest drinkers out of the membership. 

Preparation begins as soon as the weather permits-frequently sooner. Riders grab a bike and speed out to Bellaire and ack for the afternoon excercise. Riders 

who live off campus buy their own racing bike and pedal it back and forth to and from school every day. Visitors to the Hermann Park zoo see an endless stream of 

bicycles zipping around the loop. A student used to ride his machine to class or to the Village, but come spring, he keeps it hidden unless t has ten gears. Distinctions 
are now made between a "derailer" and a "truck." The former is "in," and he latter is definitely "out." A yone seen on one is likely to be laughed out of school. 
A man can't even have his gearshift on his handlebars; it better be on the frame. Footbrakes are definitely obsolete. 

Nor is preparation for the beer team neglected . Practice begi swell into the previous years at Kay's, but never in earnest until spring. Just as in track, the drinkers 

attempt to build up endurance for the distance races before getting in shape for the sprints. But then the sheer enjoyment of beer is ignored, as the all out effort is 

suck it down in the fastest possible time. Eight seconds fora Schlitz Tall Boy is no longer a respectable time. The five-second, the four-second, and finally the three

second barrier is crashed. Since the beer is not tasted, to speak of, the colleges fu nish no end of varieties of brew for the drinkers to consume. Eidelweis, Milwau
kee's Finest, or Canadian Ace, if savored, would taste like Lone Star filtered through a horse's kidney, but at $3 a case, the colleges do not pause to consider the 
gastronomical idiosyncrasies of their warriors. It sometimes doesn't stay down long enough to make any difference. The scientific aspect of drinking is concentrated 

on as much as a term lab report. Every possible combination and shape of holes in the can are experimented with, the beer -"coach" resorts to every conceivable 

variety of psychology to get the best out of his "boys." 

No possibility for advantage can be ignored if it might mean victory in this unique race among American colleges. The race consists of a relay of 20-man teams, con

sisting of ten alternating drinkers and riders. It is run over an .89 mile course, be ginning in front of the Memorial Center, running counter-clockwise around the 

parking-lot corner and the car-wash rac corner, down the long straightaway in front of Wiess and Baker colleges, the Library, and Cohen House, around the Lovett 

Hall curve, and finally past the Chemistry Building and bac in front of the Memorial Center. The first two corners are quite dangerous at high speeds, and the 

most serious accidents occur here, especially in front of the wash roe . The curve around Lovett Hall is nearly circular, and can be taken at nearly top speed. 

At the gun, beginning the race, the first beer drinker downs his Tall Boy, and only then may his college's first rider begin his lap. When he has completed his lap and 

reenters the pit area, he is jerked off his bike by the pit crew, generally hefty footba II players. The next rider is readied for hi·s lap, and he is pushed off as soon as the 

second drinker chugalugs his beer. After ten laps, the teams are seldom as much as ten seconds apart. 
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This year, as every year, the real excitement of the race 
began about three weeks preceeding its running, and 
reached a fever peak on the day of the race. The en
tire three weeks before were spent determining cut
off times for both the riders and drinkers. The streets 
leading onto the race course were policed by members 

of all the colleges, between 2:00 and 4:00 in the after 
noon, to keep cars from disrupting the riders as they 

raced for time, and practiced taking the corners and 
shifting gears. It seemed almost paradoxical as the 

colleges cooperated with each other at the same time 
they honed themselves for competition. 

Nobody stopping to watch practice could keep from be

ing drawn up in the pre-race tension. They experienced 
the emotional ups and downs of each college as one 

rider beat his previous best lap, and the next garbaged 
a wheel on the best bike at the wash rack. They felt al

most as though they were in the pits at Indianapolis or 
Sebring as they watched mechanics dismantle, and then 

reassemble wheels, gear-boxes, or brakes in a frantic 
effort to get the bikes in top shape for the race. They felt 

the same irate anger as the rest of the spectators, as 
they saw a car wander onto the course, impeding the 

straining rider as he fought for air in the stretch. 

Nightfall did not halt the final practices. Laps around 
the Zoo loop were not considered extra practice; they 

were vital and essential to keep up with the rest of the 
colleges. Beer practices could be found in any number of 
locations. Private houses, the park, and even in some of 
the college rooms. Rules against drinking on campus just 
didn't apply for Rondelet. This wasn't just another cool 

beer with the boys; this was war. 

It's hard to say when the greatest race in the short his
tory of the Rondelet event became imminent. Perhaps it 

was when Ron Keating, a Hanszen fifth-year, hit two 
minutes in a practice lap, the first time such a feat hod 
been accomplished. Perhaps it was when Dick Ostman, 

a Wiess frosh, downed a Tall Boy in 2.7 seconds, an un

heard-of time. Perhaps it was the fact that right up until 

the start of the race, no clear-cut favorite could be de· 
termined. 
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But the electric excitement could be felt in the air at the 

start of the race . The five-year-old lap record of l :59.8 

didn't stand up more than l :56.7 after the first Baker 

College drinker chugged his beer. Richard Juday, a Bak· 
er Senior, set the new record and put his college into the 

lead for the first two laps. The old standard was bettered 

no less than 15 times more that Saturday and Juday's 
record was broken five times. 

Hanszen College took the lead from Baker on the third 

lap, but Will Rice, defending champ for the second 

straight year, gained the lead just two laps later when 

Hanszen incurred a five-second penalty for beer spillage. 

Going into the last circuit, Will Rice had the lead over 
Hanszen, and not even a race record 3.2-second beer by 

Hanszen's Homer Walker could push Ron Keating any 

closer than two seconds behind Will Rice's last rider, 

Bill Walker. Walker gave it all he had, and his l :54.7 

was a remarkable time. But he didn't have a chance. 

Keating caught him in the backstretch, where he was 

clocked at over 50 miles per hour, and won by two sec

onds. The final tally: l :50.5, a record that may never be 
touched. 

The cathartic frenzy of the finish caused one fact to be 

overlooked . There had been absolutely no accidents or 

major mechanical failures to mar the race, the first time 
this had ever happened. Nor was the mass assault on the 

record book brought to light until after the excitement of 

the race had died down. The Hanszen team average, 

as well as the Will Rice average, bested the old single 

lap mark. Nevertheless, the overall speed in which the 

race was run can only be comprehended with this com

parison : Baker College had finished second, three seconds, 

on the average, behind Will Rice, the year before. This 
year, Baker beat their preceeding year's average by 

eight seconds, and beat Will Rice's winning average by 
five seconds. Yet their time this year was good for last 

place, nearly 200 yards behind Hanszen. 
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RONDELET COURT 
Becky Cardiff, Linda Roseberry, Anne Hol
land Not pictured Ann Rawlings, Anna Byrne, Dorothy Camp 

Mary Byron Williams, Nancy LaMotta, 
Margaret Stevens 

Cindy 
Wells 

Johnson, Anne Gardiner, Melanie 
Anne Lassiter, Lou Bertch, Peggy Saunders 
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According to the immortal words of Thorstein Veblen, known 

to his intimate friends as the Pearl of the Antilles, each society 

can be divided into certain castes or strata; among these 

are the thinker, the worker, and the warrior. The uninitiated 

observer has his reservations about calling the average 

Riceite a thinker or a worker, but would be no less than ap

palled at the thought of accusing a Rice student of being a 

warrior. But ah! consider the initiated observer-one who 

observes on Tuesday or Thursday afternoons-whose eyes 

are treated to the sight of hundreds of militarily uniformed 

students scurrying around the stadium parking lot, setting 

up bivouac on the band practice field, or marching in tight 

groups, fingers reaching nervously for their guns. 

They may not be warriors, but by God they're regimented. 

The various Reserve Officer Training Corps, not to be con

fused with the Army or the Navy, are the guardians of tomor

row, which vaguely accounts for the students' desire to live 

one day at a time. One marvels at their effort to create a 

miniature military, with its own hierarchy of officers, memos, 

guns, and a supply of Pentagon-sanctioned red tape. The 

units participate in a summer camp or cruise, which serves 

to keep each junior dogface or swabby off the streets and 

out of summer jobs. The end result is that by the end of four 

years approximately two hundred Rice students have learned 

to recite the "Star Spangled Banner" in five languages and 

can kill a man two hundred different ways with a church 

key. 

The purpose of the ROTC units is to allow the participants to 
enlist as something other than buck-nobody when they get 

out of school. The really gung-ho types have opportunities 

to win binoculars, swords, and all varieties of baubles for 

meritorious service. 

And what it all boils down to is that the average Riceite who 

happens to be sleeping it off on Tuesday or Thursday after

noon can sleep soundly; if the Russians cross South Main they 

are in for an unpleasant shock. 
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Getting off to a late start this year due to re-organization diffi
culties, the Pre-Med Society served as the one available link be

tween Rice students and the medical profession. Tours of the Baylor 

Medical School and the Texas Medical Center just across the 

street from Rice provided opportunities to see and become ac
quainted with the work of prominent surgeons such as Drs. Cooley 

and DeBakey in the field of cardio and vascular surgery and Dr. 

Lipscomb in aerospace medicine. 

Probably the most exciting and educational event of the year was 

a trip to Ben Taub Hospital where Rice students, clad in green and 

white, found themselves in the operating room observing brain 

operations or in the emergency ward watching and even stitching 

until three o'clock in the morning. 
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The ominous tone of one word takes every bit of the verve 

out of the countdown of days before the end of school. F:nc:13. 

(My God, I've still got three papers to go!) Those hours seem 

to fly when you're trying to cram a whole semester into one 

night, yet summer seems so far away. There's a cool Schlitz 

just five feet away, and a ll you have to do to get to it is 

walk over fire. It's the same uncomfortable feeling. 

Whatever lies beyond, there's that one last hurdle. For a 

few-there are always a few-it's minor, but for the major

ity, it seems to reach the clouds. 
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There's a song that goes "We'll remember always Graduation day," and pretty though 

it may be, it is, to say the least, incorrect. The time we're more likely to remember is the 

riot at the Aggie game, the LCB raid at the Flush, or the fantastic finish at the Beer-Bike 

Race. Graduation itself, however, doesn't seem to have any tangible or recognizable qual

ities. It might be best described as a sort of demarcation line from which one can see 

on either side, but cannot see the line itself. We can remember that before graduation 

there were papers to be finished, exams to study for, a·,,d a confusing ma·ss of things 

to be done and places to go. We know that afterwards there are-well we don't really 

know, but we can guess that there will be a grad school or a job, the servic~. a wife, a 

kid, bills, more kids, etc., etc. 

But what can we say about graduation itself? That it was a time when we sat in a hot 

auditorium listening to a long-winded speech, thinking about the drunk that we just 

might throw as soon as we could shed the academic regalia. That it was a time when 

we squirmed a little in our seats as honor students' names were read and we recalled all 

the classes we cut. That it was a time when we wondered how we ever got there. What 

ever we thought we know that graduation ended it all-the general insignificance of 

freshman life, the cockiness of the self-<Jssured sophomore, the suaveness of the junior 

class, and the general indifference of the senior. 

Whether we were actually indifferent as seniors is an interesting question. Perhaps it was 

instead a new awareness: a sense of the importance of the future. 

Maybe the seniors were actually indifferent, as their lack of interest in campus minutiae 

would indicate; or maybe they were very much aware. It depends on your point of 

view. 



You linger your little hour and are gone, 
And still the woods sweep leafily on, 
Not even missing the coral-root flower 
You took as a trophy of the hour. 
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Without a summer school program, the Rice cam

pus is almost empty in the months between May and 

September. For three fourths of the undergraduates, 
the coming of June means a vacation of one sort 

or another. Most of them will return in the fall, but 

the summer is a time for renewal of energy. The 
grind will start again soon enough; for a short 
while there is temporary relief in a trip or a sum
mer job. 

For those who graduate, the summer means far 
more than this. It marks the beginning of the long
awaited and much-prepared-for assault on the 
Great World . Naturally there are different ap

proaches. There are June weddings and Peace 
Corps enlistments, grad school plans and job ac
ceptances. But for everyone there is the memory of 

the time that is past. There is the sense of loss at 

having left forever behr,1d experience and friend

ship that can never be replaced. The CAMPANILE 
presents, on several of the following pages, its 

Outstanding Seniors for 1964. For their personal 

achievement and service to the university, these 

seniors will perhaps be remembered best of all. 

And perhaps with this thought: That there is this one 

thing to do in all time: to take your time, to enjoy 

what you are doing, to enjoy accomplishing it 
perfectly. 





OUTSTANDING SENIORS 
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in the water from the melting 
of a winter's snow 
in the aftermath of a spring rain 
in the mirrors of the city 
REFLECTIONS 
reflections of a changing day 
a dying way of life 
a myriad of adventures 
recorded for a time 
only 
to be evaporated, changed 
into a new form 
a vapor like the breath of life 
seen and felt but never understood 
the puddles offer times past 
the mirrors a chance to see 
the fleeting image 
will be changed to fit a memory 
changed to something unreal 
finally ending 
never more recorded or remembered 
as the old pass 
in a parade of new faces 
uncaring 
unmindful of what was 
knowing only what is and is to be 
minds waiting 
for the bells 
the cramming plugging 
lives clean unblemished pure 
the mirrors were once as pure 
time changing debasing 
passing the old remains 
we move 
out of the dream to the real 
into the everchanging 
park like and serene 
center of activity 



the drops 

spattering splashing sending 

waves and rivulets into the stream 

life 

the shimmering of lights 

all recorded for a time 

passing 

seen for a shorter one 

into things recorded forgotten 

passing 

into the heights and depths 

life 

no more the old surroundings 

their fleeting image passing 

evaporating 

becoming 

only a memory 

creating 

a reflection 

bringing 

more people more buildings 

only to discover 

gone 

only memories 





faces in the crowd 
numbers 
pictures without voices 
leaves 
fused into an image 
of development 
of success 
then swept by the stream 
returning brings nothing 
the puddles mirror others 
other sights 
other crowds 
others 
only this recording will remain 
reminding 
reflecting 
times past 
times of despair and desire 
days 
of darkened sun and faded sky 
cheerless happy days 
soaring restrained days 
free spring days 
of water waves wet sand 
gaily gliding gulls 
screeching terns 
chained 
bound to a reflection 
offering nothing 
changing distorting constant 
retaining keeping 
behind the wall 
of yesterday and tomorrow 
screening 
times past from full remembran 
sight 
keeping all in place 
puddles offering 
only 
glimpses of either 
life reflections 







OFFICERS OF THE CLASS OF 1964, Sears McGhee, President; Nancy 
LaMotta, Vice-President; Alfred Lewey-Ball, Secretary-Treasurer. 

SENIORS AND COLLEGES SUPPLEMENT 
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gwebill alexander 
lou

judy alexander 
fran

mike alexander 
dav 

gory anderson 
joe

vie anderson 

bob arnett 

arnold atkins 

michael atkinson 

mike aulick 

randy bailey 

betty baird 

fred baker 

lee baker 

gerald barksdale 

richard barry 

todd bough 

jo ann beal 

bob beck 

bill beirne 

lorry bengfort 

ryn 

jami 
ma) 

bob 

joe 

robE 

bob 

hal 

pat 

frya 

care 

cath 

cha 

john 

bob 
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son 
;on 

1ett 

dns 

son 

lick 

ley 

1ird 

ker 

ker 

ale 

rry 

ugh 

>eal 
,eek 

irne 

fort 

gwen bennett 

lou bertch 

frank bertram 

david bock 

joe bourland 

ryn bowers 

james boyvey 

max brandt 

bob brown 

joe brown 

robert burchfield 

bob butner 

hal bybee 

pat calahan 

fryar calhoun 

caroline campbell 

cathy earl 

charles castles 

john chatfield 

bob clunn 
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donmorion cole 
nandale content 

john couch 	 ann 

jud1a. 	j. coumelis 
richrobert cronin 

thomas daniell 

robert davis 

mary frances devlin 

anne d'olier 

jim doyle 

alien dupree 

joe duval 
ed eardley 

manuel edquist 

bill edwards 

jerry edwards 

howard einspahr 

mark elson 

. sid files 

bill fitzgerald 

jud1 
doh 

dav 

dav 

lou 

rob> 

pat 

gra 

der 

shir 

gar 

jerr 

dOL 
dee 

dm 
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don fizer 

nancy fleming 

ann floreen 

judy foster 

richard ganchan 

iell 

ivis 

,lin 

lier 

yle 

ree 

val 

ley 

Jist 

rds 

irds 

ahr 

son 

iles 

aid 

judy gathers 

dale gentry 

david george 

david gilliam 

louis giron 

robert gravell 

pat groves 
grant grueneich 

dennis hamill 

shirley hamilton 

gory hanovich 

jerry hanson 

doug harlan 

dean harris 

david head 



earle hembree 

sally henderson 

damon hickey 

bob hill 

bill hobbs 

martha hodges 

doris holberg 

mike holmes 

elaine hard 

david hunter 

cl ifford hyatt 

charles jackson 

mike jaffe 

ron jandacek 

andrew jitkoff 

clint johnson 

douglas johnson 

anita jones 

melvin jones 

richard juday 



I 

frank kelly 
e james key 
n don kirks 
y jean kitchel 

doug kleinmann 
,s 

s 
sue kothmann 
nancy lamotta 
alvin lane 

anne lassiter 

fred lawrence 

ann lawson 

mary lee 

joseph lester 
c. e. letscher 

bob lewis 

don lewis 

dorthy lewis 
leo lewis 

bill lieblich 

louise lightsey 



james little 

jan lodal 

ron loehman 

charles loggie 

donnie longcope 

jim loos 
albert lowey-ball 

alfred lowey-ball 

sherry lundstrom 

cynthia lyle 

john mcclelland 

roberta mcgill 

martha mckean 

hal mckinney 

pat mcnamara 

david mcstravick 

ann marshal! 

becky marshal! 
kenneth marshal! 

katherine masoner 



lucy meinhardt ; little 
waiter meyerlodal 
doug mills ?hman 
john mims oggie 
ebb mobleygcope 

1 loos 

y-ball 

y-ball 
lstrom 

a lyle 

illand 

mcgill 

:kean 

inney 

rmara 

·avick 

rshall 

rshall 

rshall 

soner 

tim mock 

blaise montandon 

martha moon 

suzanne moore 

tommy mosby 

marilyn moser 

clyde muchmore 
jim new 

nancy niebuhr 

paul noble 

herb nowlin 

anne odum 
susan orr 

stephen paine 

neal parker 



robert parkinson 

don pearson 

jim peden 

archie peterson 

rose phelan 

lorry phillips 

paul pickel 

paul piper 

harvey pollard 

jane posey 

susan pyle 

bill randol 

jim redford 

chuck redmon 

don redmond 

rick reed 

richard reynolds 

ken rhine 

peggy robinson 

virginia rogers 



karen rosenberg 
1son 

lorry russell 
·son 

lynn russell 
den 

sara Jou rutherford 
·son 

elisabeth ryan
ilan 

lips 
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peggy sounders 

george sawdy 

jane scarborough 

coby scher 

cecil schwalbe 

sandy scott 

tom sears 

bill seward 

guy shaw 

juliana shaw 

james shero 

david smith 

Iloyd southwick 

preston stoats 

milton steffen 



bill stephenson 

wendy stern 

margaret stevens 

lorry stewart 

nancy stooksberry 

sandra sutton 

susan sutton 

john sweeney 

jean swenson 

john sylvester 

andrew taylor 

bruce thompson 

joel tigett 

tommy trump 

david vanderschel 

frances vaughan 

burdine venghiattis 

christophe venghiattis 

ann waldby 

james wells 



,son 	 jim welsh 

larry Westerlundtern 
julie whistler 1ens 
john wilkins ¥art 

srry 

ton 

·ton 

1ey 
son 

;ter 

lor 

on 

9tt 
np 
1el 

rn 

is 
is 
,y 

Is 

mary byron williams 
wiley williams 
arthur wilson 
bill wilson 

mary sue wilson 
mike wilson 
tom wilson 

Wendall wilson 

miriam wolf 

mimi woodall 
jerry woodfill 

james yardley 





THE WISCHMEYERS 

THE BAKER CABINET: Standing: Johnson, Booth, Lee, Norris, Davis, Edquist, Head, Calahan, O'Connell, Bergman, 
Strang, Marosov, Wischmeyer. Sitting: Winningham, Morrison, Boone, John Sylvester, Smith, Mineau, Haines. 
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bob bacon 

cliff barkley 

rich behnke 

john bergman 

hugh blevins 

randy bohannon 

mark booth 

dove baster 

dennis bouldin 

paul brewer 

glenn brown 

bradley bucher 

jerry bryan 

pat calahan 

don callaway 

dale callihan 

jim campbell 

bill carlisle 

mike carter 

j. b. castillo 

ronnie cervenka 

paul chamberlain 

bert clarke 

robert collier 

dennis conlon 

ronney conner 

allan cooper 

jeff corbin 

eris curran 

joe jack davis 

tom davis 

nordulf debye 

,nike derkacz 

don des jarlais 

dale dierberg 

louis dupree 

finley edmonds 

scott eiserloh 

bill elliott 
george 	emmons 

steve engberg 

wake epps 

dennis eyster 

david ferguson 

bill folk 
george forristall 

john franks 
mack galaznik 
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harvey gannon 

bob gardella 

alan gardner 

tom garrard 

buzz garry 

david gassman 

george gillespie 
stuart glass 

johnny glover 

hank graeser 

jimmy graves 

ron green 

rick greenlaw 

bruce grove 

steve haines 

lee hall 
chris hansen 

john harris 

r. havemann 

ron hays 

tommy hearron 

jimmy henderson 

david henny 

ernest herman 

waiter hicks 

lonnie hileman 

charles hoffman 

ernest hon ig 

james horrell 

bobby hughes 
tim hunt 

andy hurley 

marty ivey 

bob janes 

jim jennings 

carlin johnston 

brandon jones 

don jones 

bill kennedy 

tommy king 

ken kipp 

john kirkpatrick 

david kuykendall 
robert ladner 

dick lagow 

charles lanford 
dory! lee 

bruce levine 



ken liljestrand 

bob loewenstein 

charles love 

greg mcclure 

tom mcgown 

mike mcgrath 

doug mcneal 

bobby mcneely 

archer mcwhorter 

bill mcwhorter 

charles macfarland 

earl mart 

joe tom maxwell 

sherrel I mercer 

edward miller 

edward mineau 

phil moncrief 

jack morava 

kent morrison 

boyd murrah 

tim murray 

terry myers 

r. j. nitsche 

gory neptune 

jeff norris 

tim o'connell 

mike o'grady 

scott pigford 

ron plasek 

don porter 

john price 

dieter radtke 

michael rassbach 

john rawlings 

mike reese 

rick reitz 

david rhodes 

bob richardson 

jimmy ritter 

tom rodeheaver 

andy rooker 

mike rosenthal 

ron ross 

alfred rowe 

jeff ryan 

bill sage 

vahe sahakian 

steve sapontzis 
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pete sounders 1d 
mark scheidin 
paul schieffer,e 
john schier re 
skipper scown m 
ralph sharmanth 
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ly 
ted shown 

gerald smith 

jack smith d 
steve smith rt 
johnny somers,II 
mike sakowski 

u 
robert stem~f 

a lorry stewart 

robe rt stout n 
monty strauss h 
lawson taittey 
terry tarrow 

e 

·s 

ralph thornton
is 

baylor triplettII 
don twieg 

y 
jack van geffend 
joe viles k 
earl wagner 

john walkeh 
david Weiser s 
jon wilkes e 

z tom wilson 

jeff Winninghams 
bob wolfram 

mike wadewood 

paul worden 

david yawn 

mike yellin 

charles young 

grant youngman 





THE MASTERSONS 

THE HANSZEN CABINET: Rear: Plapp, Jordan, Kidd, Einspahr, Crownover, Pace, Yeatman, Sears, Jackson. 
Front: Wilhelmsen, Mobley, Jerry Hanson, Pearson, McClung. 



bob anderson 

gibson anderson 

tom bean 

bill beasley 

david belanger 

mark belton 

ed blocher 

jim boockholdt 

bill boone 

fred brasch 

bill broyles 

bill butler 

bill clarke 

terry cloudman 

fred connell 

gory collins 

jack cook 

mike cooper 

ed cragg 

dick cramer 

jim crawford 

quentin crommelin 

jim crownover 

richard darilek 

george davis 

john davis 

charles demitz 

ted denmark 

bob ermel 

mike evans 

richard foster 

mike frazier 

rick gardner 

bill geffen 

doug gilmore 

roger glade 
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)n 	 earl greig 
)n 	 milton guiberteau 
rn 	 jim gwin 

jerry hafter 
~r 	 hidei hamanaka 

will hamilton 

ken hanson 
it jim hargrove 
e al harper 
h hal hawkins 
?S bob hayes 
ir arnold hebert 

e 	 charlie helpinstill 

n 	 tom hill 

II 	 kent hofmann 

s 	 tom holloway 

k 	 dick howard 

jim hudson 

stuart hutchins 

tommy jackson 
ricki jacobs 
lorry january 
bill jenkins 

johnny johnson 

neil johnson 
mike jones 
lorry jordan 

karl karnaky 

mike kelly 

john kemper 

ken kennedy 

pete klindworth 
mike lebrun 

richard lewis 

harold lockwood 
malcolm lovett 



bob mcalister 

mike mcclung 

barney mccoy 

doug mckendrick 

james mclaughlin 

jim martin 

richard martin 

david matthews 

roy meals 

robert messer 

johnny meyers 

chuck miller 

bert moser 

ernest muel ler 

john mullen 

mark montgomery 

john moss 

doug n icholson 

ronald niehaus 

don nord 

lorry oswald 

david pace 

brooks parker 

jim parker 

david paul 

john person 

don platt 

peter proctor 

randy read 

bob rhoads 

bart rice 

jim rice 

lorry rice 

rick robinson 

wally rosa 

will ross 
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warren rouse 

john russell 

dove ruth 

harvey sachs 

rob savoie 

charlie schade 

john schulze 

heinz schwinge 

thorn scrutchin 

jim scurlock 

john short 

charles sinex 

al smith 

earl smith 

jim sprague 

marshal! stiles 

bill strait 

george stroup 

nick teverbaugh 

gene timberlake 

woody 1ompkins 

lindsey turner 

gerald urbach 

donald wagoner 

jim wakeley 

homer walker 

mark weis 

vie Weisberg 

dove wilhelmsen 

clarence wilkerson 

jim wilkerson 

joe williams 

don wolda 

j i m woodwa rd 

bill wylie 

robert zelenka 





THE JONES CABINET: Rear: Meinhardt, Miller, McCu rdy, Coyner, Wilson, Dunn, Charles, Nelson. Front: 
Mrs. Coe, Keller, McElhany, McNamara, Nancy Stooksberry, Bennett, Gathers, Mrs. Morrow. 
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elisabeth alleman 

georganna alien 

jean amspoker 

judy arnold 

daisy ashford 

nancy astwood 

mavis atkinson 

terry atkinson 

cindy bagby 

bonnie bailey 

lynne baker 

susan baker 

carol barnum 

barbara barrow 

barbara beasley 

brenda barry 

ginny bethea 

ellen bicknell 

antoinette boecker 

linda boles 

susan banner 

georgiana boren 

julea bremer 

susan bridges 

connie brown 

bridget brunk 

pat burns 

paula bybee 

anna byrne 

dorothy camp 

barbara campbell 

becky cardiff 

jean charles 

patti charter 

kathy childers 

tracy clark 



~man 

alien 
)oker 

rnold 

,ford 

NOOd 

inson 

inson 

:igby 

ailey 
,aker 

,aker 

rnum 

irrow 

:isley 
)arry 

ithea 

knell 

~cker 

ooles 

inner 

,oren 

emer 

dges 

rown 

,runk 

>Urns 

y-bee 

yrne 

amp 

obell 

irdiff 

arles 

arter 

lders 

:lark 

linda clarke 

mary jane cleveland 

catherine clyde 

linda coffee 

kate colby 

mary corneil 

sandy coyner 

dariel davis 

diana dean 

linda deer 

ann dockerty 

edeen doyle 

sandee duncan 

val dunn 

barbara echols 

martha ewell 

cote ewing 

linda fagg 

martha failing 

norma fisk 

marilyn ford 

lanelle fortune 

cynthia fraser 

virginia frederick 

mary frisinger 

mary frossard 

sue fullilove 

morion funderburk 
ann gardiner 

linda geisler 

debby gifford 

sue gilbert 

barbara giusti 

beverly giusti 

paulette giusti 

kay goerner 
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dell goldsmith 

susan grafton 

frances grossman 

barbara hamski 

joan hansen 

sandra hanson 

virginia haughton 

karen haynes 

sayra hearn 

nancy henderson 

laura henry 

claudia hills 

julie hinton 

mary jo holder 

anne holland 

susanne hollyfield 

cynthia hood 

jenny houle 

franceane houlihan 

carol howell 

ann hunt 

marge hyer 

chris johnson 

cindy johnson 

karen johnson 

marjorie johnson 

nancy johnson 

mary k. johnston 

shirley jones 

pat keightley 

patricia kendrick 

martha kirkpatrick 

charlene krause 

anne !add 

lynda lasswell 

kay layne 
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smith 

Jfton 

;man 

imski 

Insen 

nson 

1hton 

ynes 

earn 

irson 

enry 

hills 

'nton 

,Ider 

land 
·field 

100d 

,oule 
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hunt 

hyer 

nson 

nson 

nson 

nson 

nson 

1ston 
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1tley 

frick 

-rick 

,use 
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yvonne legeron 

marva lerner 

olden lewis 

marcia livingston 

barbara lucas 

sheila mccartney 

susan mccotter 

jenny mccravey 

pence mcdowell 

kay mcelheny 

donna mcfarren 

cla ire mcghee 

emilie mcgroth 

sheila mahan 

barbara manroe 

lyn martin 

nella martin 

harriet mauzy 

ann miller 

beth miller 

maria miller 

helen mintz 

maxine mohon 

susan mooney 

linda moorma n 

mirni munson 

karen nelson 

kim nelson 

jean noble 

lois oakes 

carolyn oliver 

carol olson 

sharon pattillo 

virginia rainbow 

jean parker 

joan parker 



mozelle phillips 

marcia pieper 

ann pierce 

sharon pope 

carolyn porter 

carole pugh 

sherry ragan 

kay randall 

barbara riley 

anne riquelmy 

holly robertson 

nancy robinson 

nancy robison 

linda roseberry 

christine rowland 

peggy sounders 

serena savage 

carol schild 

salle ann schlueter 

Jeanne schreiber 

lee ruth schroeder 

helen segrave 

patti shelton 

jo anne sherwood 

suzanne simpson 

susan slaughter 

cleta smith 

elaine smith 

gerda smith 

jean smith 

linda smith 

leslie snyder 

carol spaw 

barbara stark 

jane starling 

carol starr 
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peggy stolte 

michele stojan 

kitty summers 

linda suttle 

marilyn talbott 

kathleen thomas 

lydia thomas 

olivia thomas 

porn thompson 

susan thompson 

nancy tips 

martha tod 

carol ann toups 

kathy tugg le 

porn turner 

edna tusak 

sharon van amburg 

carol van atta 

el izabeth vickrey 

judy wainscott 

martha wallace 

linda walsh 

wendy warder 

kathy watson 

perry weaver 

beverly wehking 

melanie wells 

anne wheat 

lucy wheeler 

betty whitwell 

honey sue williams 

marg wilson 

ann wilson 

lynn yeager 

tish zumwalt 





THE TALMAGES 

THE WIESS CABINET: Rear: McGregor, Hall, Kerr, Keilers, Barnard, Dedmon, Kel
ly. Front: Williams, Touchstone, Marrs, Jan Lodal, Kleinmann, Powell, Loggie. 
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henry abernathy 
mike adorns 

edwin albers 

daniel albright 

daren appelt 

gene arnold 

jim ash 

stanley balbach 

eric barber 

peyton barnes 

jack beaird 

phil beekman 

eddy bejor 

bill benson 

paul berdahl 

wayne bertsch 
george bertschler 

john bond 

david bonnell 

jory braun 

verl brown 

tom buckle 

barry buechner 

robert burlingame 

lorry burross 

william calkins 

bob cumbridge 

charles castles 

john chalmers 

ronald clark 

james cochran 

warren cole 

hank coleman 

jay cooper 

chris craig 
alan cummings 

david dalton 

joe dawson 

joe dendy 

lorry doolen 

james doyle 

stan dozier 

john early 

stnn elliott 

gory emrick 
richard everett 

john foster 
ronald fridlind 
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dennis gann 

frank gerth 

barney giesen 

kent goering 

frederick gralier 

howard gready 

j. bill gustafson 

peter guy 

mick hall 

john hamilton 

doug harvey 

buddy hawkins 

charles head 

joe heliums 

john hendershot 

mark henrichs 

john herrick 

roger hillsman 

bruce hinkley 

thomas hocker 

greg holland 

peter hollings 

harry holmes 

bob horton 

max jaffe 

richard janowski 

breck jeffery 
john jehl 

paul johnson 

pete johnson 

preston johnson 

wa lter johnson 

carroll keilers 

jack kellam 

james kennedy 
john kerr 

bill knight 

don lamb 

derry lawrence 

don lewis 

ted litton 

mike loeb 

jim lomax 

john long 

stuort long 

john lueders 

mark mcallister 

bill mcgregor 



mike maguire 

brad marrs 

alton marshall 

mike martin 

tom masterson 

kenneth maxham 

curtis may 

jim maynard 

j;m mears 

russell meier 

bill merriman 

edwin metzler 

rich meyer 

steve moffitt 

charles morgen 

ray needham 

ralph neumann 

barry nickle 

bill novak 

richard ostman 

charles parks 

howard pasternack 

ridge pate 

paul pfeiffer 

virgil phelps 

jim popplewell 

jimmy powell 

mike power 

john reavis 

william redwine 

john reilly 

johnny rhoades 

ward richardson 

will richardson 

franklin roberts 

paul robison 

jerry rothrock 

merritt ruhlen 

gerald sadler 

don sounders 

ray schaub 

ralph schilling 

gene scott 

richard scrivner 

alan shapiro 

john sharp 

bill smiley 

david smith 
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robert smith 

eric sorenson 

jimmy stark 

jim stones 

john stowe 

jimmy swanson 

val thomas 

john tomich 

bloke touchstone 

roy underwood 

charles upton 

jerry vaughan 

lou vogel 

bruce voorhies 

tom watkins 

hons wendenburg 

dick wesley 

bill wheatley 

bobby williams 

julian williams 

tom williams 

pat wyche 

nicholas yaworski 

gory zintgraff 
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THE FULTONS 

THE WILL RICE DIET: Rear: Bell, Timme, Nutt, Lewis, Longley, Pollard, Stiff. Front: Richard 
Blakeley, Lawless, Wooten, George. 
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don alton 


mark arrington 


john aymond 


jim bailey 


ray baisden 


frank baker 


john baker 


david banks 


charles barrow 


jim bearden 


denny beck 


john behrman 


victor belfi 


lorry bel l 
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bill eads ph 
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dick evans 



fred eggers 

paul farmer 

charles fisher 

dick fowler 

bill free 
gilbert fulmer 

charles gailey 

ron gast 

nick gilliam 

derald glidden 

bill gordon 

chris grigassy 

pat groves 

john guinn 

bill hamilton 

keith harbaugh 

duncan harding 

boyd harrison 

nelson hatt 

jim hatton 

bill hayes 

richard herr 

jo houze 

charles hubbard 

andrew hunter 

warren hwang 

mike inselmann 

mike johnson 

philip jonesn 
richard juhnkey 

N 
tom jurgensen 

edmund kallinan 
mike karchmeris 

n skip kasdorf 

richard kennemeris 

johnny king 

In 	 mitch kuppinger 

brian lattimer
In 

in 	
jim laukus 

phil lawless:ls 
,n 	 doug lee 
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hugh mcadams 

john mcdonald 

stanley mcdonald 

gordon mckay 

howard mcnenny 

jim mcreynolds 

doss mabe 

jerry malone 

ernest moggard 

john martin 

jethro meek 

george milne 

charles millender 

paul miller 

terrell miller 

ranny moseley 

bob moyer 

cliff murphy 

john musselman 

ken narahara 

w. p. nosh 

ralph parks 

john paterson 

jan pedersen 
john pickens 

jim radford 

dove richardson 

john roberts 

arthur rogers 

chester rosson 
tony sauder 

bill scheifley 

richard scholes 

rob sheldon 

wayne shell 

rus simpson 

ray smith 

rush snyder 

charles stevens 

judd stiff 

troy stokes 

bob tanner 
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bill timme 
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bobby toone 

andrew travis 

jim vining 

bill walker 

malcolm walker 

doug watts 

kit webster 

rom welborn 

scott whitaker 

chas white 

philip wilbur 

ray wilson 

steve wood 

jim woodruff 

kenneth wynne 

charles younger 

kenneth zapp 

don zehr 

jim zimmerman 
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SENIOR 
BIOGRAPH I ES 

Alexander, Michael: Topeka, Kan.; Baker; 
BA in Physics; Phi Beta Kappa; Players; 
Russaip, VP; Honor Roll. 

Alexander, William P. Ill: Waco; Will 
Rice; BA in Philosophy; College Court; Sen
ator; Honor Roll. 

Alexander, Judy: La Canada, Calif.; Jones; 
BA in Math; Campani le; Film Club. 

Anderson, Vic: Waco; Will Rice; BA in His
tory; Eulenspiegel; Pre-Law Soc.; BSU; 
Football, '60, '61 ; Golf, '63, '64. 

Atkins, Arnold Ray: Los Alamos, N . M .; Hans
zen; BA in Biology; Pre-Med. Soc.; Inter
faith Coun .; Tri-C, VP; Honor Roll 

Atkinson, Michael: Fort Worth; Baker; BA 
in English; Film Club; Les Hiboux; Honor 
Roll. 

Aulick, Michael R.: New Orleans, La.; Will 
Rice; BA in Economics; NROTC; Sextant, 
Treasurer. 

Baker, Lee E.: Port Neches, Tex.; Will 
Rice; BA in Chemical Engineering; AIChE; 
Band; Engineering Soc.; Eulenspiegel; 
Phi Lambda Upsilon; SAACS; Tau Beta Pi; 
PSA; Honor Roll; W ill Rice Fellow; Rifle 
Team, '60-'64. 

Bailey, Harold Randolph: Houston; Baker; 
BA in Biology; Eulenspiegel ; Film Club; Phi 
Beta Kappa, Pre-Med. Soc.; Interfaith 
Coun .; Canterbury Assoc., Sr. Warden; 
Baker Cabinet and Court; Honor Roll. 

Baird, Elizabeth Lee: Houston; Jones; BA 
in History; YD; PALS. 

Barksdale, Gerald Leonard Jr.: Houston; 
Wiess; BA in Electrical Engineering; NROTC; 
AIEE; Eulenspiegel; Sextant. 

Barry, Richard Harwood: Nashville, Tenn.; 
Baker; BA in Math; Phi Beta Kappa; Pre-Med. 
Soc.; Honor Ro ll. 

Baugh, Todd : Rotan, Tex. ; Hanszen; BA in 
Economics; Footba ll , '60-'63; Baseball '60. 

Beal, Jo Ann: Houston; Jones, BA in Business 
Adm inistration-Economics; Eulenspiegle; SLLS, 
Treasurer. 

Beck, Robert, Jr.: Abilene; Will Rice; BA in 
Electrical Engineering; AIEE; Newman Club; 
Track, '62-'64. 

Beirne, William J., Jr.: Houston; Baker; 
BA in Chemica l Engineering; AIChE; Engineer
ing Soc.; Eulenspiegel; Players, Coordina
tor; Interfaith Coun.; Newman Club, Presi
dent. 

Bengfort, John Larry: Gainesville, Tex.; 
Hanszen; BA in History; Newman Club; 
Hanszen, House Committee, Senior Advisor; 
Football, '60'6 l. 
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Bennett, Gwen: Dallas; Jones; BA in Psy
chology; Chorale; SLLS; Jones, Secretary 
'63, Residence Chairman '64; Honor Roll. 

Bertch, Lou E.: Houston; Jones; BA in French; 
Film Club; Les Hiboux; EBLS, VP; Cheer
leader, '63, '64; Homecoming Queen '63; 
Rondelet Duchess, '62; Berkeley Football 
Festival Honoree '63. 

Bertram, Frank West: Austin; Wiess; BA in 
Biology; Phi Beta Kappa; Tennis, '62-'64. 

Bourland, Joe Dan: Pampa, Tex.; Will 
Rice; BA in Electrical Engineering; NROTC; 
Sextant. 

Bowers, Ryn Rhea: Houston; Jones; BA in 
French; Les Hiboux; Pi Delta Phi, Treas
urer; Student Center Board; EBLS, Record
ing Secretary; Honor Roll; Rondelet Court 
'61. ' 

Boyvey, James L.: Austin; Will Rice; BA in 
Electrical Engineering; NROTC; AIEE; Engi
neering Soc.; Sextant; Newman Club
Honor Roll. ' 

Bra ndt, Craig Max: New Orleans, La.; 
W 1i I Rice; BA in Economics; NROTC; Band, 
President; Sextant, Secretary. 

Brown, Joseph Kurth: Houston- Will Rice· 
BA in Architecture; Architectur~I Soc., yp'. 
Newman Club. ' 

Brown, Robert Edgar: San Antonio; Baker· 
BA in Physics; Phi Beta Kappa; Russai~, 
President; Honor Roll- Blanche White 
Scholar; Track '62. ' 

Butner, Robert Westbrook: San Angelo, Tex.; 
Will Rice; BA in Psychology; Eulenspiegel; 
Phi Beta Kappa; Pre-Med Soc.; YR; Will 
Rice Fellows; Honor Roll; Rockwell Schol
ar; Baker Distinguished Student Scholar· 
Fencing '63, '64. ' 

Calahan, L. W.: New Canaan, Conn.; Bak
er; BA in Mechanical Engineering; AROTC; 
Campanile; ASME; Chevron; Engineering 
Soc.; !\!ewman Club; Baker Treasurer· 
Track '60-'62. ' ' 

Calhoun, Arthur Fryar: Plainview, Tex.; Hans
zen; BA in History; Thresher, Managing 
Editor; Forum Comm.; Les Hiboux; Phi 

Beta Kappa; Rally Club; YD; Honor Roll; 
Blanche White Scholar; Woodrow Wilson 
Fellow; Eloise Witte Student in History; 
Publications Board; Golf, '61, '62. 

Campbell, Mary Caroline: Dallas; Jones; 
BA in Chemistry; Chapel Comm.; SAACS, VP; 
PALS; Newman Club. 

Carl, Catherine Marcia: Houston; Jones; BA 
in History; Chapel Comm., Secretary '63, 
Co-Chairman '64; Film Club; Les Hiboux; 
Pi Delta Phi; Pre-Law Soc.; SLLS; Jones 
Senior Advisor; Honor Roll. 

Castles, Charles: Dallas; Wiess; BA in Me
chanical Engineering; AROTC; ASME; Chev
ron, President; Wiess Cabinet. 

Chatfield, John N. Jr.: Baytown; Wiess; 
BA in Biology; Chapel Comm., Chairman; 
Pre-Med Soc.; Interfaith Coun.; P.S.A, Sec
retary, Treasurer, President. 

Clunn, Bob: Dallas; Will Rice; BA in Elec
trical Engineering; Engineering Soc.; Hon
or Roll. 
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Cole, Marian: Tulsa, Okla.; Jones; BA in 
French; Les Hiboux, President; Pi Delta 
Phi, Secretary; EBLS, Canterbury Assoc., 
Treasurer. 

Content, Dale M.: Ft. Worth; Will Rice; 
BA in Economics; NROTC; Sextant; BSU; 
Baseball, '60-'6 l. 

Coumelis, A. J.: Houston; Will Rice; BA in Me
chanical Engineering; ASME; Sports Car 
Club. 

Cronin, Robert H.: Houston; Will Rice; BA 
in Mechanical Engineering; ASME; Engineer
ing Soc.; Tau Beta Pi; YR; Honor Roll. 

Daniell, Thomas P.: Dallas; Will Rice; BA in 
Electrical Engineering; AIEE; Chapel Comm.; 
YD. 

Davis, Robert L.: Amarillo; Baker; BA in Eco
nomics; Rally Club; Baker Cabinet; Base
ball, '61. 

Devlin, Mary Frances: Houston; Jones; BA 
in English; CRLS; Honor Roll; Philaristi 
Scholar. 



d'Olier, Anne: Villanova, Pa.; Jones; BA in 
French; EBLS; Newman Club; Rondelet 
Court, '63; Honoree, '63. 

Doyle, James J. Jr.: Houston; Wiess; BA in 
History; Honor Council, Chairman; Debate 
Council, President; BSU, President; Wiess 
Cabinet. 

Duval, Joe S. Jr.: Sherman, Tex.; Wiess; 
BA in Physics; Newman Club. 

Edquist, Manuel: Amarillo; Baker; BA in 
Psychology; Baker Cabinet; Honor Roll; 
Baseball, '61. 

Edwards, Jerry: Kermit, Tex.; Hanszen; BA in 
History; Accord; Les Hiboux; Pre-Med Soc.; 
YD; Honor Roll. 

Edwards, William R. Jr.: Baytown; Hanszen; 
BA in Math; NROTC; Les Hiboux; Players; 
Sextant; P.S.A. 

Einspahr, Howard: Orange, Calif; Hans 
zen; BA in Chemistry; Chorale; Hanszen 
Cabinet. 

Elson, Mark: Oak Ridge, Tenn.; Baker; BA 
in Math; Eulenspiegel; Film Club; Honor 
Roll, Woodrow Wilson Fellow. 

Files, Lee Sid, Ill: Dallas; Hanszen; BA in 
Biology; Chapel Comm.; Film Club; Pre
Med Soc.; Canterbury Assoc. 

Fizer, Don: Ft. Worth; Will Rice; BA in Busi
ness Administration and Economics; Pre-Law 
Soc.; Golf '62-'64. 

Fitzgerald, Wm. Z.: San Marcos, Tex.; 
Wiess; BA in History; Forum Comm.; Les 
Hiboux; YD. 

Fleming, Nancy Anne: Bellaire; Jones; BA in 
Spanish; Eulenspiegel; Phi Beta Kappa; 
Spanish Club, Treasurer; SLLS; Honor Roll. 

Floreen, Ann Ruscilla: Mexico City, Mexico; 
Jones; BA in English; Les Hiboux; EBLS; 
Canterbury Assoc. 

Foster, Judy: Bryan, Tex.; Jones; BA in 
French; EBLS, Rep. to Lit Comm. '63, Treas
urer '64; BSU. 

Gathers, Judith Ann : Arcadia, Calif.; Jones; 
BA in English; Eulenspiegel; Players; Inter
faith Coun.; SLLS; Canterbury Assoc.; Jones, 
Secretary. 

Gentry, Dale Kenny: Houston; Jones; BA in 
English; EBLS; Rondelet Court '63; Honoree 
63. 

George, David Alan: Oyster Bay, N. Y.; 
Will Rice; BA in Economics; Eulenspiegel; 
Pre-Law Soc.; Sports Car Club; Will Rice 
Treasurer; Honor Roi 1. 

Gilliam, David M.: Lubbock; Will Rice; BA 
in Mechanical Engineering; ASME; Honor 
Roll; Hohenthal Scholar; Roper Scholar; 
Baker Scholar. 

Giron, Louis Tellez, Jr.: San Antonio; Will 
Rice; BA in Philosophy; Les Hiboux; Pre
Med Soc.; Honor Roll. 

Gravell, Robert W.: Houston; Hanszen; BA 
in Spanish; Track '60. 

Groves, Nancy Patricia Dodds: Dallas; 
Jones; BA in French; Campanile. 

Grueneich, Grant: Palm Springs, Calif.; 
Will Rice; BA in Electrical Engineering; 
AROTC; Band; Chevron; Engineering Soc.; 
Honor Roll. 
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Hamilton, Shirley: Dallas; Jones; BA in 
Chemistry; Les Hiboux; SAACS; BSU; Jones 
Senior Advisor; Honor Roll. 

Hanovich, Gary David: Houston; Wiess; 
BA in History, Thresher, News Editor; Pre
Med Soc.; Players; Hillel, Treasurer; Wiess 
Fellow; Honor Roll. 

Hanson, Jerry A.: Midland, Tex.; Hanszen; 
BA in Economics; Thresher; AIESEC; Eulen
spiegel; Film Club; Rally Club; Les Hiboux; 
Pre-Med Soc.; Hanszen, Treasurer '63, 
President '64, Senior Advisor; Honor Roll . 

Harlan, Douglas Sloan: San Antonio; Hans
zen; BA in English; Campanile Assoc. Editor; 
Thresher; Janus Editor; Les Hiboux; YR; 
P.S.A.; Hanszen, Senior Advisor; Soph . Sec
retary-Treasurer; Honor Roll. 

Harris, Dean: Lubbock; Wiess; BA in Eng
lish; Delta Phi Alpha; Wie~s Fellow, Justice; 
Honor Roll 

Head, David Richmond: Texas City; Baker; 
~A in Biology; Newman Club; Baker Cab
inet, Mentor; Honor Roll . 

Henderson, Sally Kay: Houston; Jones; BA 
in Biology; Les Hiboux; Pre-Med Soc. 
OWLS, Corresponding Secretary; Canter
bury Assoc.; Jones, Senior Advisor; Honor 
Roll. 

Hembree, Earle Marlin, Jr.: Dallas; Baker; 
BA in Philosophy and German; Band; Eulen
spiegel, President; Film Club; Les Hiboux; 
Pre-Med Soc. 

Hill, Bob, Jr.: Sycamore, Ill.; Wiess; Bach
elor of Commerce; Basketball '61-'64; Base
ball '64. 

Hobbs, William E.: Houston; Baker; BA in 
Chemical Engineering; NROTC; AIChE; Phi 
Lambda Upsilon; Sextant; Honor Roll. 

Hodges, Martha Ann: Houston; Jones; BA in 
Business Administration and Economics; 
OWLS; Honor Roll. 

Holberg, Doris Gayle: Houston; Jones; BA 
in Biology; Eulenspiegel; Film Club; Pre
Med Soc.; BSU. 

Holmes, Michael Stephan: Houston; Wiess; 
BA in History; Pre-Med Soc.; Players, Co

ordinator; Hillel; Honor Roll; Hohenthal 
Scholar; Goldsmith Scholar; Franklin 
Scholar. 

Hord, Elaine: Midland, Tex.; Jones, BA in 
English; EBLS; Jones Senior Advisor; Fresh . 
VP; Honor Roll . 

Hunter, David A.: Houston; Wiess; Eulen
spiegel; Chorale; Wesley. 

Hyatt, Clifford Donovan: Houston; Baker; 
BA in Mechanical Engineering; ASME; Sports 
Car Club. 

Jackson, Charles: Houston; Hanszen; BA in 
Biology; AIESEC; Pre-Med Soc.; Players; 
Sports Car Club: Canterbury Association. 

Jaffe, Michael Evan: Dallas; Wiess; BA in 
History; SA President; Debate Council, VP; 
Forensic Soc.; Forum Comm., Chairman; 
Pre-Law Soc.; YD. 

Jandacek, Ronald James: Owensboro, 
Kent.; Hanszen; BA in Chemistry; AROTC, 
Distinguished Military Student; SA VP; 
Chevron; Phi Lambda Upsilon; Rally Club, 
VP; Hanszen Fel'low, Senior Advisor; Honor 
Roll. 



Jitkoff, Andrew: Houston; Baker; BA in His
tory; Thresher; Tennis '6 l-'63. 

Johnson, William Clint: San Angelo, Tex.; 
Hanszen; BA in Economics; Les Hiboux; Phi 
Beta Kappa; Hanszen Fellows; Honor Roll; 
Blanche Haden Scholar in Economics. 

Jones, Anita Katherine: Houston; Jones; BA 
in Math and English; Honor Council, Sec
retary '63, '64; Thresher; Eulenspiegel; 
P.S.A.; Jones Cabinet, Senior Advisor; Soph. 
OWLS, VP; P.S.A.; Jones Cabinet, Senior Ad
visor; Soph. VP; Honor Roll; Honoree '64. 

Jones, M. Douglas: San Antonio; Baker; BA 
in History; Film Club; Pre-Med Soc.; YD; 
Baker Justice; Honor Roll. 

Juday, Richard: Garland, Tex.; Baker; BA 
in Physics; Eulenspiegel; Players; Russaip; 
Baker Mentor. 

Kelly, Frank S.: Houston; Wiess; BA in Arch
itecture; Architectural Soc.; Tau Sigma 
Epsilon; Honor Roll . 

Kirks, Donald: Ft. Worth; Wiess; BA in Biol
ogy; Eulenspiegel; Pre-Med Soc.; Rally 
Club; Wiess Court, Fellow; Honor Roll; 
Baseball, '61-'63. 

Kitchel, Mary Jean: Houston; Jones; BA in 
Philosophy and English; Thresher; Eulen
spiegel; Film Club; Forensic Soc.; Pre-Law 
Soc.; Players; SLLS; Canterbury Assoc. 

Kleinmann, Douglas E.: Dallas; Wiess; BA 
in Physics; Forensic Soc.; Russaip; P.S.A.; 
Wiess Cabinet, Fellow; Honor Roll. 

Kothmann, Sue Carol: Mason, Tex.; Jones; 
BA in French and Spanish; Les Hiboux; Pi 
Delta Upsilon; Players; Spanish Club; 
PALS; Honor Roll. 

LaMotta, Nancy Lou: Houston; Jones; BA in 
Psychology; OWLS, President; Rep. to Lit. 
Comm. '63, Chairman '64; Jones Senior 
Advisor; Senior Class VP; Honor Roll. 

lane, Alvin H.: Dallas; Wiess; BA in Electri
cal Engineering; AIEE; Engineering Soc.; 
Eulenspiegel; Honor Roll. 

Lassiter, Anne: Houston; Jones; BA in· Biol
ogy; Campanile; Eulenspiegel; Pre-Med 
Soc.; YD; PALS; PSA; Jones Exec. VP; Junior 
Class VP; Archi-Arts Honoree, '63. 

Lawrence, John Frederick: Houston; Wiess; 
BA in Business Administration and Economics; 
Chapel Comm.; BSU; Wiess College Cab
inet; Fresh . Secretary-Treasurer. 

Lawson, Ann N.: San Antonio; Jones; BA in 
Math and German; Eulenspiegel; Film 
Club; Les Hiboux. 

lee, Mary: Baytown, Tex.; Jones; BA in Eng
lish; Les Hiboux; Chorale; CRLS, VP, Pres
ident; Christian Science; Jones Treasurer, 
Senior Advisor; Honor Roll. 

Lester, Joseph E.: Houston; Will Rice; BA in 
Chemistry; Phi Beta Kappa; Phi Lambda 
Upsilon, Secretary; Honor Roll, Woodrow 
Wilson Fellow. 

Lewis, Donald K.: Tulsa, Okla.; Wiess; BA 
in History; Honor Council, Vice Chairman 
'64, Trial Clerk '63; Pre-Med Soc.; Rally 
Club; Wiess Court, Fellow. 

lewis, Dorothy Ellen: Houston; Jones; BA in 
French; Honor Council; Film Club; Les 
Hiboux, Secretary-Treasurer; Pi Delta Phi, 
VP; SLLS. 
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Lewis, Leo Roy Jr.: Natchitoches, La.; 
Baker; BA in Math and Physics; Russaip; 
Honor Roll. 

Lieblich, William Charles: San Diego, 
Calif.; Baker; BA in History; Thresher, Edi
torial Assistant; Forum Comm.; Hillel; Phi 
Beta Kappa; Baker Mentor; Honor Roll. 

Lightsey, Louise: Arlirgton, Va.; Jones; BA in 
Economics; PALS; Delta Phi Alpha; Honor 
Roll. 

Little, James G. Jr.: Lake Jackson, Tex.; 
Wiess; BA in Math and Physics: Band; Eulen
spiegel; Sports Car Club; Canterbury As
soc.; Honor Roll. 

Loda!, Jan M.: San Antonio; Wiess; BA in 
Civil Engineering; AROTC; ASCE, Secretary
T reasurer; Band; Engineering Soc.; Forum; 
P.S.A.; Wiess Cabinet, President; Soph . 
President; Football '60-'64. 

Loehman, Ronald: Houston; Hanszen; BA in 
Chemistry; Band. 

Loggie, Charles: Wichita Falls; Wiess; BA 
in Chemical Engineering; AIChE; Engineer
ing Soc., Eulenspiegel; Rally Club; Wiess 
VP, Fellow. 

Longcope, Don: Houston; Wiess; BA in Me
ch?nical Engineering; Christian Science; 
Wiess Fellow; Basketball, '60-'62; Base
ball '6 l-'63. 

Loos, James Robert: Bay City, Tex.; Baker; 
BA in Business Administration and Economics; 
Football and Track. 

Lowey-Ball, Albert Edward: Houston; Will 
Rice; BA in History; Thresher; Eulenspiegel; 

Film Club; Les H1boux; YD; Will Rice Diet, 
Fellow; Honor Roll. 

Lowey-Ball, Alfred: Houston; Will Rice; BA in 
Chemical Engineering; Thresher; A!ChE; 
Eulenspiegel; Film Club; Senior Secretary 
Treasurer. 

Lundstrom, Sharon: Houston; Jones; BA in 
French; Eulenspiegel; Les Hiboux; OWLS; 
Lutheran Student Assoc. 

Lyle, Cynthia Eileen: Los Alamos, N. M.; 
Jones; BA in English; Chapel Comm.; Forum 
Comm.; Players; YD; OWLS; Jones Senior 
Advisor; Honor Roll. 

McClelland, John Guill : Nashvillle, Tenn.; 
Baker; BA in Architecture; Architectural Soc. 

McGill, Roberta Marie: Houston; Jones; 
BA in English; Eulenspiegel; Delta Phi Alpha; 
Honor Roll. 

McKean, Martha A.: Baytown; Jones; BA in 
Architecture; Architectural Soc.; Les Hiboux; 
Canterbury Assoc. 

McKinney, Hal: Dallas; Wiess; BA in Busi
ness Administration and Economics; SATreas
urer; Phi Beta Kappa; YR; Wiess Secre
tary, Fellow; Honor Roll. 

McNamara, Patricia Pelham: Houston; 
Jones; BA in Math; Les Hiboux; OWLS; 
P.S.A.; Jones Cabinet, VP. 

Marshall, Ann Lyn: Dallas; Jones; BA in 
Math; Physics; Band; Russaip, Secretary; 
SLLS; BSU; Honor Roll. 

Marshall, Becky: Houston; Jones; BA in 
English; OWLS; Honor Roll. 

Marshall, Joseph Kenneth, Jr.: Corpus 
Christi; Will Rice; BA in Economics; Engineer
ing Soc.; Pre-Med Soc. 

Masoner, Katherine Laurence: Bethesda, 
Md.; Jones; BA in French; Film Club; Les 
Hiboux; Chorale- Players; SLLS; Canter
bury Assoc. ' 

Meinhardt, Lucile Pat: Lancaster, Ohio; 
Jones; BA in Biology; Chorale; Student 
Center Board; OWLS; Rondelet Court '61. 

Meyer, Walter John, Ill: Amarillo; Baker; 
BA in Chemistry and Physics; Phi La mbda 
Upsilon; Honor Roll. 

Mills, John Douglas: Pasadena; Hanszen; 
Bachelpr of Commerce; Football, '60-'63. 

Mobley, Ebb Bailey: Kilgore, Tex.; Hans
zen; BA in Economics; AIESEC; Ral ly Club; 
Hanszen Chief Justice. 

Mock, Timothy C.: Wichita Falls; Wiess; 
BA in Physics; Russaip; Wiess Senator, 
Fellow; Honor Roll. 



Montandon, Blaise: Corpus Christi; Baker; 
BA in Math. 

Moon, Marth1;1: San Angelo, Tex.; Jones; 
BA in Biology; Interfaith Council; CRLS 
Secretary; BSU Secretary '63, President '64. 

Moore, Suzanne C.: Greensboro, N. C.; 
Jones; BA in Moth and Physics; Russaip 
Secretary; EBLS; Canterbury Assoc.; Honor 
Roll. 

Muchmore, Clyde: Ponca City, Okla.; 
Baker; BA in Business Administration and 
Economics; Film Club; Forum Comm.; Phi 
Beta Kappa; Honor Roll. 

New, Jim: Houston; Will Rice; BA in Chemi
cal Engineering; AROTC; AIChE; Chevron; 
Eulenspiegel; SAACS; YR. 

Niebuhr, Nancy: Houston; Jones; BA in 
Math; Pre-Med Soc.; EBLS; Honor Roll. 

Noble, Paul N.: Brownsville, Tex.; Wiess; 
BA in Chemistry; Band; Eulenspiegel; Les 
Hiboux; Phi Beta Kappa; Phi Lambda 
Upsilon; Honor Roll. 

Odum, Anne Wilkins: Dallas; Jones; BA in 
German; Chapel Comm.; Eulenspiegel; 
Les Hiboux; Spanish Club; Interfaith 
Coun.; CRLS; Wesley. 

Orr, Susan Graham: Tyler, Tex.; Jones; 
BA in English; PALS; Honor Roll. 

Paine, Stephen C.: Houston; Hanszen; BA in 
Economics; AROTC; Honor Council; Campan
ile, Business Manager; Chevron; Debate 
Council, Treasurer; Pre-Law Soc.; Student 
Center Board; YD; Hillel, Treasurer; Hans

zen Cabinet; Soph Secretary-Treasurer; 
Honor Roll. 

Parkinson, Robert: Dallas; Wiess; BA in 
Physics; Engineering Soc.; Eulenspiegel; 
Russaip; Wesley. 

Phillips, Larry: Houston; Wil I Rice; BS in 
Health and Physical Education; Will Rice 
Fellow; Honor Roll; Basketball '6 l-'64. 

Pollard, Harvey: South Bend, Ind.; Hans
zen; BA in Biology; Thresher, Feature Edi
tor; Les Hiboux; Pre-Med Soc.; Hillel; 
Hanszen Justice, Senior Advisor. 

Posey, Carolyn Jane: Houston; Jones; BA in 
English; Interfaith Coun.; CRLS, Comm. on 
Lits, Treasurer; BSU. 

Pyle, Susan: Houston; Jones; BA in Psychol
ogy; Les Hiboux; OWLS. 

Randol, William: San Antonio; Wiess; BA in 
Mechanical Engineering; SA Councilman-at
Large; ASME; Rally Club; Wiess Cabinet, 
Fellow; Honor Roll. 

Redford, James Brooks: Lordsburg, N. M.; 
Will Rice; BA in Architecture; Architectural 
Soc.; Rally Club; Basketball '61. 

Redmon, Charles F.: Houston; Baker; BA 
in Architecture; Campanile; Architectural 
Soc.; Student Interfaith Coun.; Tau Sigma 
Alpha; Wesley Foundation; Honor Roll. 

Redmond, Daniel Pierson: Darien, Conn.; 
Hanszen; BA in Biology; Les Hiboux; Pre
Med Soc.; Chorale; Canterbury Assoc. 

Reynolds, Richard Vining: Houston; Baker; 
BA in Mechanical Engineering; AROTC 
ASME; Chevron; Engineering Soc.; Eulen
spiegel; YR; Canterbury Assoc. 

Rogers, Virginia Lou: Houston; Jones; BA 
in Psychology; Players; CRLS; P.S.A.; Honor 
Roll. 

Rosenberg, Kareen Arnold: Houston; Jones; 
BA in English; CRLS Vp. 

Russell, Larry R.: Corpus Christi; Will Rice; 
BA in Civil Engineering; ASCE, President; 
Engineering Society; Les Hiboux; Wesley; 
Will Rice Court; Honor Roll; Billups 
Scholar; Western Union Scholar; Track '64. 

- ".. •... 

Rutherford, Sara Lou: Bellaire; Jones; BA 
in Business Administration and Economics; 
SLLS President; Honor Roll. 

Ryan Elisabeth Anne: Houston; Jones; BA in 
French; Les Hiboux; CRLS; Newman Club. 

Saunders, Peggy: Dallas; Jones; BA in 
English; EBLS Business Manager, Corre
sponding Secretary; Newman Club; Cam
panile Beauty '61; Rondelet Court '61, 
'63; Cotton Bowl Honoree '63. 

Scarborough, Jane Lynn: Houston; Jones; 
BA in History; PALS President. 

Scher, Jacoby S.: Houston; Baker; BA in 
Chemistry; Eulenspiegel; Les Hiboux; In
terfaith Coun.; Hillel VP. 

Scott, Cecelia Ruth: Tuscaloosa, Ala.; Jones; 
BA in Moth; Chorale; Honor Roll. 

Sears, Thomas A.: Houston; Hanszen; BA in 
Economics; A IESEC President; Rally Club; 
Hanszen Cabinet, Councilman-at-Large; Jr. 
Secretary-T reosurer; Honor Roll; Wood
row Wilson Fellow. 



Seward, William H.: Arlington; Hanszen; 
BA in Chemical Engineering; AIChE; Players. 

Shaw, Guy G., Ill: Kaufman, Tex.; Baker; 
BA in Biology; Les Hiboux; Pre-Med Soc.; 
Canterbury. 

Shaw, Juliana: Hong Kong; Jones; BA in 
Physics; Phi Beta Kappa. 

Shere, James Philip: Mesquite, Tex.; 
Baker; BA in Mechanical Engineering; 
ASME; Engineering Soc. 

Smith, David Grant: Annandale, Va.; Wiess; 
BA in Economics· AROTC- AIESEC Secretary
T reasurer; Eule~spiegel; ' Les Hiboux; Hon
or Roll. 

Staats, Preston: New Braunfels, Tex.; 
Will Rice; BA in Electrical Engineering; 
~ROTC; AIEE; Engineering Soc.; Sextant 
VP; Will Rice Diet; Honor Roll. 

I 
Steffen, Milton Henry: Huntsville; Hans

zen; BA in Math; Thresher; Eulenspiegel; 

Forum Comm.; YR; Wesley. 


Stephenson, William Kenneth: Nacogdoch
es; Wiess; BA in Biology; Pre-Med Soc.; 

A Honor Roll. 
S; 

Stern, Wendy Barbara : Irvington, N. Y.; 
Jones; BA in Biology; Accord; Film Club; 
Chorale; Interfaith Coun. Secretary; Hillel n 
Secretary.b. 

Stewart, Larry Wayne: Rio Hondo, Tex.; n 
Baker; BA in Electrical Engineering; AIEE;e
Football. 

m
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Swenson, Jean Youngblood: Houston; 
Jones; BA in English. 

S; 
Stevens, Margaret: Houston; Jones; BA in 
French; SA Secretary; Campanile Faculty 
Editor; Forum Comm. Secretary; Les Hiboux;in 
EBLS President; Honor Roll; Honoree '64.In-

Stooksberry, Nancy Virginia : Wortham, 
Tex.; Jones; BA in Psychology; ChapelS; 
~omm.; PALS; Jones Senator '63, President 
64; Honor Roll; Honoree '64. 

in Sutton, Sandra Gayle: Vicksburg, Miss.; 
:); Jo~es; BA in German; Chapel Comm.; Delta 
Jr. Phi Alpha Secretary; Eulenspiegel Secre 
,d- tary '63, VP '64- Les Hiboux· Phi Beta 

Kappa; Canterbury Assoc.; Hon;r Roll. 

Sylvester, John: Baytown; Baker; BA in Ec?
nomics; Rally Club; Interfaith Coun.; Chris
tian Science; Baker President; Football 
'61-'63. 

Taylor, Andrew Thompson: Jackson, Tenn .; 
Will Rice; BA in English; Eulenspiegel; Will 
Rice Diet, Court, Fellow; Honor Roll. 

Thompson, Robert Bruce: College Station; 
Baker; BA in Physics; Phi Beta Kappa; Rus
saip; Honor Roll; Blanche White Scholar; 
Baker Scholar; Woodrow Wilson Fellow. 

Tigett, Joel R.: Seguin, Tex.; Will Rice; 
BS in Health and Physical Education; 
Baseball '6 l-'64. 

Trump, Thomas N.: Arlington, Va.; Wiess; 
BA in Math; Band. 

Vanderschel, David: Lubbock; Will Rice; BA 
in Math; Phi Beta Kappa; Russaip; Honor 
Roll. 

Vaughan, Frances A.: Marlow, Bucks, Eng
land; Jones; BA in Business Administration 
and Economics; Film Club; Interfaith Coun.; 
P.S.A. 

Venghiattis, Burdine J.: Houston; Jones; 
BA in History; Honor Roll. 

Venghiattis, Christophe E.: Houston; Wiess; 
BA in History and Physics. 

Waldby, Ann: Berkley Hts. N. J.; Jones; 
BA in Physics. 

Wells, James Everett: Ft. Worth ; Wiess; BA 
in Physics; Eulenspiege!; Phi Beta Kappa; 
Russaip; Honor Roll. 

Welsh, James Neal: Dallas; Wiess; BA in 
Chemical Engineering; AIChE, Treasurer; 
Engineering Soc.; Basketball '61, '62. 

Westerlund, Lawrence: Houston; Baker; BA 
in Physics; Eulenspiegel; Sports Car Club; 
Russaip; Honor Roll. 

Williams, Mary Byron: Waxahachie, Tex.; 
Jones; BA in English; OWLS Recording Sec
retary; Campanile Beauty '63; Honoree 
'63 Archi-Arts '63. 

Williams, Wiley, Houston; Baker; BA in 
Math; Film Club; Baker Cabinet. 

Wilson, Arthur S.: Topanga, California; 
Will Rice; Eulenspiegel VP; Canterbury 
Assoc. 

Wilson, Mary Sue: Baytown; Jones; BA in 
Economics; OWLS Treasurer; Canterbury 
Assoc. 

Wilson, Michael E.: W . Columbia, Tex.; 
Baker; BA in Biology; Eulenspiegel ; Pre
Med Soc.; Spanish Club President. 

Wilson, Thomas L.: Del Rio, Tex.; Hans
zen; BA in Electrical Engineering; Honor 
Council; Eng ineer Special Features Editor; 
AIEE; Engineering Soc.; Eulenspiegel; Pre
Med Soc. President; Spanish Club; Tau 
Beta Pi; YR; Canterbury. 

Wilson, Wendall: Victoria; Will Rice; BA 
in Psychology; Th resher; Band; Les Hiboux; 
YD; Canterbury; Honor Roll. 

Wolf, Miriam E.: Houston; Jones; BA in 
Biology; Eulenspiegel; Pre-Med Soc. ; YD; 
Hillel. 

Woodall, Mimi: Port Arthur; Jones; BA in 
English; Campanile; Film Club; Les Hi
boux; Phi Beta Kappa; Student Center 
Board; YR Secretary; PALS; Canterbury 
Assoc.; Jones Senior Advisor; Honor Roll. 

Yardley, J. T.: Port Neches, Tex.; Will 
Rice; BA in Chemistry; Phi Beta Kappa; Phi 
Lambda Upsilon; SAACS President; Honor 
Roll. 
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The 1964 CAMPANILE was printed in offset by Henington 
Publishing Company of Wolfe City, Texas. The paper is 80 
pound Artisan Brilliant Dull, manufactured by the Appleton 

Coated Paper Company. 

The cover was designed by the art director and manufac

tured by the Universal Bookbindery. Cover material is Hol
liston Roxite "B" Vellum. 

Type faces are 8 and l O point Spartan body copy. Page 
headings are in Futura and Futura Italic. Poetry is in Gara

mond Italic. 

Individual portraits in the Seniors and Colleges Supple
ment are by Paul Miller of Poul's Photography. Outstand

ing Seniors are by Maurice Miller. Color photography by 

the Editor. 

Fall, Winter, and Spring verses are from "In Hardwood 
Groves" and Summer is from "On Going Unnoticed" by 

Robert Frost. 

The lines of poetry are from COMPLETE POEMS OF ROBERT 
FROST. Copyright 1928, 1934 by Holt, Rinehart and Win
ston, Inc. Copyright renewed (c) 1956, 1962 by Robert Frost. 
Reprinted by permission of Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. 

The staff wishes to thank Mr. Charles Schorre of the Rice 

Architectural Department for his valuable criticism and sug

gestions for several parts of the book. 



The generous support of the individuals and 

firms whose advertisements appear in the fol 


lowing pages have helped make the 1964 


Campanile possible. We hope that you will 


patronize them whenever possible. 


The Campanile Staff 

Adams and Porter 
American General GroufJ,I' 
American Title Guaranty · 
B. L. Anderson 
Appelt, Robeau, Balch 
Balfour Company 
Bank of Texas 
Bab Tresh Homes 
Brown & Root 
Buffalo Office Supply 
Aubrey Calvin, Insurance 
Cameron Iron 
Campus Cleaners 
Campus Store 
Champion Papers 
Clorke-Ehre Produce 
Corrigan's 
W. H. Curtin 
Dannemiller-Smith 
Dee Brass Foundry 
Delta Engineering 
Doerner Plastering 
Dow Chemical 
Dr. Pepper 
Esther Wolf 
Field-Town Apts. 
First City National 
First Mortgage Ca. 
First Pasadena State Bank 
Foley's 
Foremost Dairies, Inc. 
Frank Gillman Pontiac 
George Lange Camera 
Great Southern Life 
Greve Electric Construction 
Gulf Printing 
W. D. Haden 
Hamman Oil and Refining 
Horris Johnston Studio 
Harrison Equipment 
John G. Holland Construction 
Houston Bank & Trust 
Houston Cigar 
Houston Coca-Cola Bottling 
Houston Endowment Inc. 
Houston First Federal 
Houston Lighting and Power 
Houston Pen Shop 
Houston Restaurant Supply 
Hughes Tcol 
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Humble Oil 361 

IWECO 339 

Kelley Manufacturing 329 

Le Cue 35B 

Linbeck Construction 357 

Marshall Construction 339 

McEvoy 339 

Medical Center Pharmacy 354 

Medical Center National Bank 338 

Metallic Building 342 

Joseph G. Meyer 356 

Mission Manufacturing 341 

One's A Meal 347 

Patterson Printing 357 

Paul's Photography 384 

Petrolite 357 

Preston Villa 345 

Ranger National Lile 329 

Mandrel Industries 362 

L. L. Ridgway 347 

Rodney's 331 

Royal Windsor 354 

Felix A. Runion 347 

Sakowitz 344 

Sanitary Laundry 362 

Scardino 336 

Shell 351 

South End Building 347 

South Texas Stone 338 

Southwestern Came ra 326 

Spaw Glass 324 

Stauffer Chemical 360 

Texaco 335 

Test Equipment 335 

Texas Art Supply 353 

Texas National Bank of Commerce 363 

Texas Sulphur 336 

Top of the Mark 353 

United Gas 342 

University Men 326 

University State Bank 350 

Village Sporting Goods 354 

Warwick Hotel 357 

Wessendorf!, Nelms 326 

Westmoreland lmporter5 335 

D. H. White 338 

Bill Williams 345 

Wilson Stationery and Printing 361 

Ye Old College Inn 325 
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GUS S. P resident 

morning Mr. Glass said to Mr. Spaw "It's time 

those nice students from Rice University came over and 

talked to us about taking an ad in the 'Rice Campanile.'" 

"I believe you're right," said Mr. Spaw. "We've already 

allowed for the ad in our annual budget. It's an investment 

in one of the nation's greatest universities ... a boost to the 

business experience of the yearbook staff . . . and makes 

possible one of the dearest mementos of a student's college 

years, the Campanile ." "As one alumnus to another," said 

Mr. Glass, "why don't you call up the Campanile staff and 

ask them to hurry over?" 

Sfu:Uv--t;tau '71ee. 
General Contractors • 2727 Kirby Drive 

T . Frank Glass Jr., President • L. D. Spaw l r .. Vice President 
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AMERICAN GENERAL INSURANCE COMPANY 

HOUSTON 

AMERICAN GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 

HOUSTON 

AMERICAN GENERAL INVESTMENT CORPORATION 

HOUSTON 

AMERICAN GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 

OF OKLAHOMA 

OKLAHOMA CITY 

AMERICAN GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 

OF DELAWARE 

PITTSBURGH - HOUSTON 

HAWAIIAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, LTD. 

HONOLULU 

NATIONAL STANDARD INSURANCE COMPANY 

HOUSTON 

OREGON AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE COMPANY 

PORTLAND 

< 
WORTHAM , 
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~e Q&lb <!College Jfnn 

"Half Century of Dining Tradition" 


Across From Rice Campus 

6545 South Main JA 9-6484 


Rice students, as in 1912, enjoy the pleasures of dining at Ye Old College Inn. 
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Jerry Kelley '64 Ed Nirken '37 

John Nichols '64 

FOR TOPS in STYLE and QUALITY 


at POPULAR PRICES 


and FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE 


ED NIRKEN'S


• 

2402 University at Morningside 
FREE PARKING AT REAR OF STORE 

Southwestern 

Camera Co. 


1416 Main St. CA 2-9906 

Photographic Headquarters 
for the 

Commercial 
Industrial 

Amateur 

WESSENDORFF, NELMS 

Houston 

"Quality Tools 
for Industry'' 

FIRST MORTGAGE CO. 


OF HOUSTON, INC. 

REAL ESTATE LOANS 

Residential-Commercial 


Industrial 


"Serving the Greater Houston 
Area Since 1940" 
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FOR A SAFE FUTURE! 

.MS 

//
try 

Home Office-Houston, Texas 
AFFILIATED COMPANIES : 

SUPERIOR INSURANCE COMPANY • SENTINEL INDEMNITY COMPANY 
327OVER ONE BILLION DOLLARS LIFE INSURANCE IN FORCE 



We like to say''yes'' 

Houston Hank & 

MAIN AT JEFFERSON ... right on the way to Everywhere! 


Tr-.fu 

Supplying grow power to business and individuals for 89 years 
Member FDIC 

Compliments of 

Bob Tresh Homes 

HARRISON 


EQUIPMENT CO. 


* 

1422 San Jacinto CA 4-9131 

AUTHORIZED SALES AND SERVICE 

Scripto - Lindy - Papermate 

Sheaffer - Parker - Esterbrook - Cross 


Norma - Koh-i-noor - W ate rm an 

Eversharp 


HALLMARK GREETING CARDS 

HOUSTON PEN SHOP 
6071/2 FANNIN 

CA 7- 1828 

FRANK C. CAREK CHARLES D. DRNEK 

Compliments of 

HOUSTON FIRST FEDERA 

SAVINGS AND LOAN 


ASSOCIATION 

Fannin at Capitol 

328 



COMPLIMENTS 

to the 

CLASS OF 1963 

KELLEY 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 


HOUSTON, TEXAS 

Metal Products for American Industry 

Pause Refreshed 


THE HOUSTON CO.CA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY 

"SENIORS" 

Have you seen Ranger Nationa l Life's College 

Executive Plan? 

It is designed for and sold only to college men. 

See your campus representatives: 


Jerry Kottwitz Joe Winters 

JA 4 8598 
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Where 
beauty 

and 
•convenience 

· make 

banking 
... a pleasure 

. 
·..............................................	FIRST CITY 


NATIONAL 

BAN'IC of Houston 

MEMBER F•D•I•C 

330 



ADAMS & PORTE,H 
ASSOCIATES 

INSURANCE 

MARINE - FIRE - CASUALTY - AND 

SURETY 

Gil Fitz-Gerrell Bill Rogde, BA Rice-1938 

Mgr. Trophy Room Asst. Store Manager 

COTTON EXCHANGE BUILDING CA 7-5181 

HOUSTON 

2507 TIMES AT KELVIN 

2335 POST OAK AT WESTHEIMER 


Lantern Lane 12510 Memorial 

JA 6 4461 
 331 



DELTA ENGINEERING CORPORATION 


ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS 

HOUSTON 

CA-2-6271 
2408 EVERETT DEE 

P . 0 . BOX 8727 
HOUSTON 9 , TEXAS 

brass foundry 
I NCORPORATED 

BUSHINGS 
CARRIED

SHELL MOLD CASTINGS IN 
PERMANENT MOLD CASTINGS STOCK 

Manufacturers of 
BRASS. BRONZE. ALUMINUM CASTINGS 


MANGANESE AND ALUMINUM BRONZE CASTINGS 

SPECIAL NON-FERROUS ALLOY CASTINGS 
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BestWishes 


to each Graduate 

from all of us at ... 


HOUSTON LIGHTING & POWER COMPANY 
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AMERICAN TITLE GUARANTY CO. 


Harris County Abstract Co. 

ESCROWS TITLE INSURANCE 

and 

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE 

FRANK J. BREAKER, Pres. Phone CA 4-7631 

Third Floor Esperson Bldg., Houston, Texas 

l 
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Pacing 
Pasadena's 

Progress 

MARCELLA D. PERRY 
chairman of the board 

S. R. "BUDDY" JONES, JR. 
president 

-Both Rice Graduates-

PIRST PASADENA 
STATE BANK 

SOUTHMORE AT TATAR • PASADENA, TEXAS • MEMBER F .0 .1.C . 

Compliments of 

TEXACO, INC. 

TEST EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 
P. 0. BOX 22042, 3009 POST OAK ROAD, HOUSTON, TEXAS 

WESTMORELAND 

IMPORTERS 


2920 Kirby Drive 
Houston 

Harris Masterson Stewart Masterson 
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Compliments of 

TEXAS GULF SULPHUR COMPANY 


81 I Rusk Avenue 

Houston, Texas 77002 

Compliments of 

harris johnston studio 
portraits - weddings 


2176 Portsmouth JA 3-8606 
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SCARDINO PRINTING 

• 


we print the 

THRESHER 


Compliments 

of 

CLARK-EH RE 

PRODUCE CO. 


J. H. CLARK '28 ED. CLARK 

Houston 

Restaurant Supply Co., 111' 


1620 Congress 

CA 2-6681 

-Houston
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High strength alloys are super-purified in Cameron's Consumable Electrode Vacuum Remelt Plant 

. , I 11' Research and Technological Development at Cameron 

Cameron research and technological development continue to prepare for 
tomorrow's drilling and production problems as wells increase in depth, 

temperature and pressure. Future industrial and aerospace demands will 
require more advanced metallurgy and new concepts of metal forming. The 

challenge and scope of these activities are stimulating experiences and offer 
world-wide opportunities for alert engineers who are interested in 

professional growth and individual advancement. 

CAMERON IRON WORKS, INC. 

Houston London Paris Mexico City Edmonton Buenos Aires Rio de Janeiro 
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"A new concept in modern banking', 

6631 S. Main JA 9-3501 
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D. H. While & Co. 

{;ne printing 
~ PHONE: FA 3-1131 
~ 
~ 

~ 1719 CAROLINE 
~ HOUSTON, TEXAS 

~ 

DOERNER 

PLASTERING COMPANY 


3617 W. Alabama 

SOUTH TEXAS STONf 
R. M. AMRINE M 

971 O Katy Road HO 5_339 

Houston, Texas 

40 

Compliments of 

0GREVE ELECTRIC 


CONSTRUCTION 




•• 

With the compliments of 

ONf 
MARSHALL CONSTRUCTION 

CO., INC 

4009 Center UN l 8163 

IWECO 
(Formerly: 

Industrial Welding Equipment Co.) 

3815 Gulf Freeway 
!Next to Busch Stadium) 

Call CA 3-4051 

DISTRIBUTORS 

-Linde Industrial Gases 

-P & H Welding Machines and Electrodes 

-Pandjiris Positioner Equipment for 
Automatic Welding 

Rental, Sales and Service 

___/.-----------+--------, 

BUFFALO 


OFFICE SUPPLY CO., INC. 


Office Supplies 

Office Furniture 

Printers - Engravers 

JAckson 8-5521 BOX 13219 


HOUSTON, TEXAS 77019 


SYNONYMOUS . 
WITH FASHION 
AND GRACIOUS SERVICE 

•q~~ 

POST OAK and SAN FELIPE 

McEvoy, dedicated to the 

scientific engineering approach 

to the solution of field 

problems in the petroleum 

industry, salutes Rice 

University, which has 

contributed so much to the the 

increase of scientific 

and technical knowledge. 

SUBSIDIARY OF ROCKWELL MFG . CO. 

ROCKWCEfLL 0 
THE Al't:uoy COMPANY 

TEXAS AT MILBY ST. • P. O . BOX 3127 • HOUSTON 1, TEXAS 
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The Rice Campus Store 


In the Memorial Center 



This modern air-conditioned plant is the seat of Mission's research and development. Mission products are used around 
the world in oilfields, mines, refineries, and plants. This new plant, Mission's third in a quarter-century, is a reflection 
of the quality of Mission's products, the scope and completeness of its service. 

Pistons • Piston Rods • Gland Packings • Liners • Liner Packing • Pump Valves and Seats • Slips • Swabs • Valves 
• Hammerdrils • Centrifugal Pumps • Duo-Chek Valves • Soluble Plug Injectors. 

DIVERSIFICATION TO SERVE THE ENTIRE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY: Mission Manufacturing Co. Fluid End Pump Parts, Hammedril® 
Pneumatic Impact Drilling To~I, High Pressure Valve~, <;:entrifug~I Pumps, Rotary ~lil?s • Missio_n Valve _and Pump Co. Duo-Chek® . Check 
Valves, F-M High Pressure Relief Valves,. CMC Self-f".nming Centrifugal Pumps .• M1ss1on Protective Coating Co. Bucote External Pipeline 
Coating • International Controls Corporation Automatic and Remote Control Equipment. 



to Cut Building Costs 

Metallic can offer you more than 2500 economical 
building sizes to fit your needs exactly. A staff of 
registered engineers have designed the basic struc
tural systems to achieve highest quality. Mass pro
duction of steel components reduces the building 
cost. Fast assembly reduces construction costs. 

You can own a colorful distinctive Metallic building 
at a low price that can fit your budget. We provide a 
complete building service ... planning, designing, 
construction. Let us show you how Metallic can put 
you in a high-quality building faster, at less cost. 
Call us for Free price estimates. 

/s1~e1fl/if 
TWO GREAT NA MES IN STEEL BUILDINGS 

METALLIC BUILDING COMPA~y 
4601 HOLMES ROAD • HOUSTON, TEXAS 77021 

PHONE RE 4-1611 

who's responsible? 

Responsibility is a personal matter with each of us .. . 
a virtue of the individual who plans ahead. Our feeling of responsibility 
to our customers for their natural gas service has enabled us to give 
more service, more convenience and more comfort to more people as 
the years go by. Responsibility does not inhibit, it encourages growth. 

UNITED 
.·.·.········,·.······ .::::::::::.. . .... 

II.,.\/;:: /;/'....\\;., ~:!:;:;:;:;:;/;::
SERVING THE 

~&$ 
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A Philanthropy Endowed by 

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse H. Jones 

ty 
ve 
as 
.h. 

HOUSTON ENDOWMENT INC. 
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Champion's 
Shopping List 
Champion is not only a producer of fine 

papers, it is also a good customer of 

its Texas neighbors . Champion's annual 

purchases, ranging from pulpwood to pa

per clips, put millions of dollars in circu

lation in this area. Good customers, too, 

are the men and women of Champion, 

for these Championfolk put an annual 

payroll of $12 million into cir

culation with their neighbors. 

TEXAS DIVISION 
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Jack Garland, Stuart Glass, Nancy Ri tter, and Linda Walsh enjoy ing 

.Savage Style FRIED 
CHICKEN 

at --'b';11 W,H;a...s 
Try Our Many Other Taste Tempting Dinners and Between Meal Snacks 

Visit These Bill Williams Locations Often 

Bill W ill iams Chicken House, 65 15 Main 
Bill W ill iams Resta ura nt and Motel, Hiway 59, Richmond, Texas 

McGregor House, 5100 Old Spanish Trai l 
Bill Williams Coffee Shop, 806 Clay 

s 


FOR GRACIOUS LIVING Preston Villa! VISIT 

JUST MINUTES FBOM * Downtown Houston* Rice University* Medical Cent.er 

1 and 2 BEDROOMS Furnished or Al4 UTILITIES PAID-ay Fer"- led 
Ap,o.-ol lloy la Haao1Mu,.f..rnished 

HoUMon's Most Livable Apart~s 

2306 •• ~ JA 6-1117 345 
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.£.BROWN & RooT. INC. 

~ .. ~ 
POST OFFICE BOX 3, HOUSTON 1, TEXAS 

• NEW YORK 

• WASHINGTON 

• LONDON 

• THE HAGUE 

• TORONTO 

• MEXICO CITY 

• CARACAS 

COMPLIMENTS OF A FRIEND 


THE DOW 

CHEMICAL 


COMPANY 


6910 Fannin Street 
Houston, Texas 77025 
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SOUTH END 

BUILDING MATERIALS CO. 


READY MIXED CONCRETE 


South Houston Ml 5-3328 

South Main Street PA 3-3190 

Seabrook, Texas GR 9-3377 

General Office: 5102 Galveston Road 


HOUSTON I TEXAS 


Ml 5-3328 


"Rice Supporters Since '24" 

Felix A. Runion 
• Class of 1929 • 

Petroleum Consultant 


1311 First City National Bank Bldg. Houston, Texas 


L. L. RIDGWAY CO., INC. 


Engineers' and Architects' 


Supplies 

• 

Reproductions of all sizes 

• 
Offset Printing and Supply 

HOUSTON LOCATIONS 


615 CAROLINE- MAIN OFFICE 

3619 S. SHEPHERD - BRANCH 


BANK OF THE SOUTHWEST - BRANCH 


TULSA - CORPUS CHRISTI - NEW ORLEANS 

IRVINGTON - DALLAS- NEW YORK- CHICAGO 


SHREVEPORT - JACKSON - DENVER 

AUSTIN - FORT WORTH 


LOS ANGELES 

OKLAHOMA CITY 


324 North Line Mall 4422 Main 

215 Gulfgate Mall 2019 West Gray 

Texas and San Jacinto 2520 Amherst 

1125 Walker 5603 Almeda 

9047 So. Main 9307 Stella Link 

5422 Richmond Road 2128 Portsmouth 
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UNIVERSITY STATE BANK 

KELVIN AT TANGLEY • HOUSTON, TEXAS 

Your Friendly Neighborhood Bank Serving Southwest Houston 

Kelvin-Tangley-Dunstan "In the Village" 

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

TRANSIT-MIXED CONCRETE 


PRODUCERS OF REEF OYSTER SHELL 

More Than 75 Years Service to the Houston-Galveston Area 
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HOUSTON CIGAR DIVISION OF 


HAVATAMPA CIGAR CORP. 


AND CIGARETTE VENDING DEPT. 


{FORMERLY MONARCH VENDORS) 


2/15c 

plus 
state tax 

HAVATAMPA 

and 


TAMPA NUGGETS 

4154 W. Bellfort 

Houston 25, Texas 

MO 7-2481 
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A PLACE IN SPACE 
I 

Long a leader in making 
products for flight, Shell 
research continues to provide ;ers new products for man's 
reach into space: ort 
• Special polyphenyl ether ixas 
materials for lubricating 
precision bearings subjected 
to the temperature extremes 
of space flight . These are also 
superior for diffusion pumps 
used in producing the 
ultrahigh vacuums for space 
simulation in the laboratory. 
• Shell UMF®-C rocket 
fuel for powering satellite 
launching vehicles. 

Long-term research, a kind 
of scientific foresight for 
which Shell has won national 
recognition, has led to such 
products for today's needs. 
Looking constantly ahead helps 
assure new products for 
space vehicles of the future. 

~ 
~ SHELL OIL COMPANY 



MARTIN E. HAMIL TON 


Representing 

L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY 


Official Jewelers 


of 


Class of 1963 


ReaItors for 
business and industrial site acquisition ... 


leasing- buying -selling business and industrial facilities ... 

build-lease package plans ... land development ... 


investment counseling 


Phone or write for brochure . 

.Appelt. Re>beEn....1.. BE¼lch. Irie. 

ID\ 1301 Chamber of Commerce Bldg. • CA 3-4588 
• Firm affiliate, Society of Industrial Realtors 

Good Luck! 

FRANI( GILLMAN 

PONTIAC CENTER 

"Houston's Largest" 

1600 Rlock Milam at Pease 

"Next to the new Humble Buiuling" 
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the TOP OF THE MARK 

presents 

"TOP OF THE TALENT" 

Dining - Dancing 


Monday thru Saturday 


For Reservations Call 

JA 6-1477 

JOHN G. HOLLAND 

Construct ion Company 

The world steps aside to let any man 
pass who knows where he is going ..... 

1602 O.S.T. RI 7-0251 

TEXAS ART SUPPLY 
"'"'"""\" 'ooQul'O" ' l• •I • '-0.,ICA•·'Ol >O•ot 


TH( SOUTH'S lAIGUt ...d MOST COM,un All lTOH 


FINE ARTS • COMMERCIAL ART 
SIGN and SILK SCREEN SUPPU[S 

Fredericks Canvas, Permanent Pig
ments, Winsor & Newton, Shiva 

Oils and Caseins, Grumbacher

Weber, Broinbridge-Stathmore, 
Prang-Richart-Blair, Naz Dar Screen 
Colors, and Ulano Films. 

DANNEMILLER-SMITH, INC. 


2120 S. Post Oak 
SU 2-7350 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 
FRANK C. SMITH, JR. '47 
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CAMPUS 
CLEANERS 

FURRIERS 
HOUSTON 5, TEXAS 

JA 6-1403 

From $99.00 

All utilities paid 

W.H~CURTIN & CD. 
\ UBORATORY APPARATUS, FURNITURE & CIIEMICALS 
~ HOU STON• DALLAS • TULSA • NE W OIHUNS 
~ JACUONYlllE • IIR III INGKUI • COlll'US CHRISTI 

• : CUllTIN DE III UIC O, S . A. DE C. V., MEIICO , Q. f . HAMMAN OIL 
LABORATORY SUPPLIESAND 

Complete Stocks of 
REFINING COMPANY • Instruments 

• Apparatus and GlasswareHOUSTON, TEXAS 
• Chemicals 
• Furniture 
• Mechanical Equipment 

for all your sporting 
needs .. . .. 

COLD STORAGE AND VILLAGE SPORTING GOODS 

61 17 KIRBY DRIVE • 

2412 Times JA 9-8767 

(in the Village) 
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THE MARK OF INTEGRITY 
I • 
.s 
JI 

Th·s is ot1r trademark. It tel s you 
the product is made by Hughes. B 
hind it stands a pledge t a pans 
more than a ha -century ny 

product with this mark wil · del ·ver 
the best performance you ca u 

WORLD'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF OIL WELL DRILLING TOOLS 

HUGHES TOOL COMPANY/Oil Tool Division 
Houston, Texas 

0 1964, Hughes Tool Company. · Hughes· 1s a registered trademark of Hughes Tool Company 
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A6o lish Stud ent Qov ernm ent 


abolish student government, abolish the abolitionists of student government; abolish the aboli
tionists fo r the abolishment of student government. abolish the abolition of abolitionists for the 
abolishment of student government, abolish the abolition for the abolishers of abolishment 
for abolishing student government, abolish abolitionists of abolishers for abolishing abolishers 
of abolishing student government, abolish abolishers of abolition of abolition of abolishing 
abolishers for abolishment of student government. 

abolish abolishers for abolition of abolition of abolishers for abolition to abolish 
student government, abolish abolitionists for abolition of abolishers of abolition of abolish
abolishers for abolition to abolish student government. abolish abolition of abolitionists for 
abolition of abolishers of abolition of abolishing abolishers for abolition to abolish student 
government, abolish abolishers of abolition of abolitionists for abolition of abolishers of aboli
tion of abolishing abolishers for abolition to abolish student government . 

abolish abolition abolishing abolishers. 

paid political advertisement 

JOS. F. MEYER CO. 

Wholesale Distributors 

Automotive Parts and Equipment 


Tools, Hardware and Industrial Supplies 


4701 Calhoun Houston, Texas 

"Serving Transportation Since 1876" 
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WITH 

Houston 
2615 Montrose JA 6-2884 

* Fire * Casualty * Marine * Inland Marine * Aviation 
* Court and Fiduciary Bonds * Mortgage Investments 

THE KU KLUX KLAN OF RICE INSTITUTE 
"The Year the Owls Were So Bad" 



Compliments of 

THE B.L. "ANDY" ANDERSONS 


2510 Times Blvd., Houston 5, Texas 
Compliments of 

* Printing 
Linbeck Construction* Publishing 

* lithographing Corporation 

Printers of "The Rice Engineer" 

For many a year Rice University and the Warwick have been neighbors 

and friends, both ever ready to lend a helping hand to the other. We of 

the Warwick keenly regret the passing of each Senior Class, yet with almost 

equal keenness do we anticipate the coming of a new flock of friends. It 

is our sincerest neighborly wish that we may have added a bit of gaiety or 

convenience to your college life. 

WARWICK HOTEL 
Where Main Street Meets Hermann Park 


R. T. CULLATHER, Manager 


A HOUSTON INTERNATIONAL HOTEL 


Compliments of 

Electrical and Chemical 
Processes 

and Processing Equipmen 
for treating petroleum 
and petroleum products 

3202 South Wayside Drive, 

Houston 

WAinut 6-7431PETR E(O D I V I S I O N 
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Compliments of 

The Southwest's Most 
Paul's Photography Beautiful Billiard Club 

2438 Rice Blvd. 
at Kelvin 

In the Village 

2413 Times Blvd., Houston, Texas JA 3-2743 

(in the Village) 

WHYWI 
RECOMMEND 

0 
PHOTOGRAPHERS FOR THE 1964 RICE CAMPANILE OMEGA 

• 	Every Omega movement and,rp 
1497 quality-checks from 
blueprint to final assembly 

• 	Omega watches are lubrlcallll 
with the world's finest oll, 
costing over $2000 per gallon 

• 	Every Omega carries a one year 
world service guarantee, 
honored in 129 countries 

• Models from S65 to StOOO 

Its Corrigan's for OMEGA ..... 


Compliments of a 

friend 

World's Finest Watch 

Five stores 

To serve you ..... 


* Downtown 923 Main St. 
* Post Oak 
* University Village 
* River Oaks 
* Sharpstown 
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A bold new symbol for a growing bank. 

You ' ll be seeing a good deal of our new 

trademark. It decribes Bank of Texas better 

than words. The pillars on either side and 

the horizontal bar represent strength-the 

kind of solid foundation on which Bank of 

Texas is building. The Lone Star symbolizes 

the pride we feel in being genuinely Texan , 

in being a part of the vital , growing econ

omy of a growing state. The space between 

pillars is an open door. It refelects the way we 

do business which is open and friendly . Many 
say they see the Flag of the Republic of Texas 

in our new trademark. Think of a great state. 

Think of a great bank, Bank of Texas. 

In the Esperson Buildings Houston Member F.D.I.C. 
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We collegians would rather shop than 

study, and because Foley's makes it so 

easy, we have time for both. Thank 

Zeus! From a new hair-do to the latest 

fashions and accessories, Foley's is 

our mecca. They understand a college

constricted budget too! 

IT ISN'T just a coincidence that Gulf P-inting 

Company is the leading printing company in the 

south. Rather, it's because of our devotion to the 

printing buyers of Houston that make us so. 

Everyday, we work toward that end-to give you 

the very finest in printing reproductions, regard

less of the method used. See for yourself. Call us 

tomorrow. JA 9-420 I. 
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Searching outer space and exploring the living 
world within are among the many exciting areas 
of study open to you today. Tomorrow's progress 
depends greatly on how well you prepare yourself HUMBLE Oil & Refining Company 
now. We wish you every success! America's Leading ENergy COmpany 

- --------------.----------------------------------1• 
CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR 

MANY GOOD FRIENDS AT 

RICE 
FOR QUALITY *THAT'S HARD TO 

BEAT, WE KNOW YOU'LL 
ALWAYS REMEMBER ... 

"ORDER FROM 

WILSON'S 

LARGE SHOWING OF 

STATIONERY SUPPLIES" 
-tI 

PERSONAL STATIONERY • YEAR ROUND GPEET 

ING CARDS . FOUNTAIN PENS · PENCILS · NOTE 

BOOKS . ARTISTS' AND DRAFTSMEN '$ MATERIAL 

Fastidiously Fresh 

FOREMOST DAIRIES INC. 
1220 Sm ith FA 3-3116 

PRAIRIE AT FANNIN CA 7-8221 
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Get Off on the Right Foot. Now, in this last great 

orgy of advice-giving, when all about you voices 

are raised and fingers are pointing, the important 

thing is to keep your head. Otherwise you'll end 

up pleasing no one, least of all yourself. If you 

are going into business, industry, or one of the 

professions, you will need the services of a bank 

and you will need to know a banker. Begin to 

establish such a relationship as quickly as pos

sible where it will help you most. So many of 

Houston's leaders and so many of Houston's lead

ing companies are at Texas Commerce now that 

you will be in good company. Just as they do, 

you can depend on Texas Commerce for proper 

direction; you can be sure you will Go! 

TEXAS 
!l{ationaltBank of 


COMMERCE 

MAIN, TRAVIS AND CAPITOL 

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
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